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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to compare and contrast the
social and legal aspects of slavery in the American
Antebellum South of the mid-19th century and in the Han
dynasty of China, 206 B.C.-220 A.D.
This thesis intends to reveal two distinct patterns of
slavery: one in the Old South, where slaves were originally
of foreign origin and provided a labor force, and the other
in Han China, where slaves were mostly homogeneous and for
the most part functioned in domestic services.
In spite of the similarities in the basic nature of
slavery which was characterized by personal domination and
social oppression everywhere, great differences existed in
American and Chinese slavery in terms of origin, ownership,
function, status, and master-slave relations.
Different social settings and racial and ethnic factors
determined the various distinctive characteristics of
slavery in both America and China.
Different social
environments fundamentally shaped two distinct forms of
slavery while racial and ethnic factors determined different
legal positions and social movements.
Finally, there is an effort to answer the questions as
to why there was a virtually impassable gulf between bondage
and freedom in American slavery, and, in contrast, how
permeable was the boundary around Chinese slavery.

SLAVERY IN THE UNITED STATES AND CHINA:
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE OLD SOUTH AND THE HAN DYNASTY

INTRODUCTION
The history of the American South before the Civil War
cannot be understood without an understanding of the nature
of

slavery.

Slavery

existed in many

as

a

common

societies,

historical

phenomenon

ancient and modern,

East and

West, and the nature of American slavery can never be fully
comprehended without a knowledge of slavery as it existed
elsewhere.
American historians have,
comparative
slavery.

methodology

They

have

made

to

in recent decades,

the

study

extensive

of

applied

Afro-American

comparisons

between

American slavery and other slave societies, but most of the
work has been focused on the Western Hemisphere.1

1 See Laura Foner and Eugene D. Genovese, ed. , Slavery
in the New World: A Reader in Comparative History (Englewood
Cliffs, 1969); Robin W. Winks, ed., Slavery: A Comparative
Perspective (New York, 1972); David Brion Davis, The Problem
of Slavery in Western Culture (Ithaca, 1966); Herbert S.
Klein, Slavery in the Americas: A Comparative Study of Cuba
and Virginia (Chicago, 1967); Carl N. Degler, Neither Black
Nor White: Slavery and Race Relations in Brazil and United
States (New York, 1971)?
Robert B. Topiin, Freedom and
Prejudice: the Legacy of Slavery in the United States and
Brazil (Westport, 1981).
2

This paper seeks to expand the focus and to broaden our
understanding
slavery
examines

of slavery through a comparative

in 19th-century America and ancient
the

different

natures

and

study of

China which

characteristics

of

slavery in two very different periods and in different parts
of the world. Such a comparison is complex and subject to
many

difficulties

and

possible

misunderstandings

about

diverse cultural traditions. Yet a comparative study such
as this is useful not only because it provides a general
understanding of slavery in China and in the United States
but also because it shows the great differences in a single
institution— slavery— in different times and places.
The Han dynasty (206 B.C.-220 A.D.) has been chosen for
this study partly because in the long process of Chinese
dynastic history the Han held a very important position and
partly because slavery

in Han society experienced major

changes which greatly influenced the institution in later
periods. Indeed, the Han dynasty and slavery during the Han
period each represent important objects of study and are
worth careful examination in themselves.
The Han period was an age of transition, building on the
past and laying a foundation for the future.
the

Han

dynasty

that

the

unification

It was during
of

China

was

consolidated after the short rule of the Qin (221-206 B.C.).
China, as a country, appeared in an embryonic form in the
Han dynasty. Two other major changes occurred which made the
3

Han dynasty significant in Chinese history: one in Chinafs
economic structure and the other in social ideology. As for
economic structure, the change of the land system from state
ownership to private land-holding led to the concentration
of land by the rich and the powerful? this phenomenon became
a

serious problem throughout

history.

Chinese

ancient

and modern

As for social ideology, Confucianism was accepted

as state dogma in the Han dynasty2 , and it eventually became
the most influential philosophy in East Asia as well as in
China.

Confucian works became the subjects for the newly

established civil service system from Han dynasty on down.
Against this background of major economic and social
change, slavery in the Han dynasty entered a significant new

2 Confucius(551-479B.C.) is considered one of the
greatest philosophers and educators in the world. His basic
ideas include good government, social harmony, universal
humanity, and moral conscience.
Confucius lived in an uncertain period in the Eastern
Zhou (772-221 B.C.) period (part of the Zhou dynasty). A
rapidly changing socio-political situation made him long for
the more stable days of early Western Zhou. He devoted
himself to teaching and appealed for socio-political
reforms.
Confucius traveled from state to state for more than a
decade searching for a ruler to accept his ideas and follow
his way, but he was rejected by one after another. He
returned to his home and died there as a failure.
Confucian principles and teachings, however, were kept
and handed down from generation to generation, and a
Confucian group gradually grew in size and influence. Han
rulers, especially from Emperor Wu (140-87 B.C.)on, realized
the usefulness of Confucianism. They used Confucian doctrine
to justify their autocratic rule. Emperor Wu put large
numbers of Confucian scholars in government and started
examinations by which officials were selected based on
Confucian teachings. Confucius has become a great figure as
well as a sage in Chinese history since the Han period.
4

stage. Han law and policies toward slaves provided a pattern
for later dynasties to follow. During the Han dynasty slaves
were

no

longer permitted

to maintain

families

in their

master's household and masters were forbidden legal sanction
of life and death over their slaves. The importance of Han
society

and

the

availablity

of

sources

on

slavery

have

stimulated the interest of scholars at home and abroad.
However, not much effort has been made in comparative study
of

the

institution

of

Han

slavery

and

that

have

also

of western

societies.
Comparative

studies

of

slavery

become

an

attractive subject to many scholars from other disciplines.
The most complex and far-reaching book is Slavery and Social
Death

by

Orlando Patterson, a sociologist
at Harvard
4
.
.
.
. .
University. Patterson studied sixty-six slave societies and
concluded that a slave in all slave societies was a "social
nonperson.11 No matter to what status slaves might eventually
be

elevated,

they

all

shared

the

condition

of "social

3 The most authoritative book on Chinese Han slavery
by an American scholar is C. Martin Wilbur's Slavery in
China during the Former Han Dvnastv (New York, 1943, 1967
ed.) . This book made a significant contribution to the study
of Han slavery. Wilbur's use of a vast amount of original
Chinese literature and his deep insight into Han slavery
made his book valuable to researchers. His book includes 138
translated documents with the original Chinese attached.
For the work of Chinese scholars, see footnote 7 on page 11.
4 Orlando Patterson, Slavery and
Comparative Study (Cambridge, 1982).
5

Social

Death:

A

death."

Patterson*s definition and views of slavery were

based on in a sociological perspective. Whatever validity
there may be to Patterson’s use of 'social nonperson' and
'social

death',

critical

differences

between

slavery

in

ancient China and 19th century America were the result of
racial

factors

as well

as social

functions.

Patterson's

argument that racial differences between masters and slaves
made little difference in the severity of the slave system
and the condition of slaves introduced new and important
perspective

on

the

question

of

slavery.

As

will

be

demonstrated later, however, the basis of his observation
is questionable; contrasts between slavery in ancient China
and the Old South with regard to slave status and the effect
of race pose

serious questions about the

importance and

validity of Patterson's argument.
This

paper

will

examine

the

important

roles

slaves

played in both Han China and 19th century America— economic
aspects

and

the

domestic

activities— to

illustrate

the

distinctive social functions of slaves. Whatever truth there
may be to Patterson's general conclusions,
Han

China and the American South were

slaves in both

not

only passive

objects who were dominated by their masters, they were also
active partners in a dynamic binary relationship with their
masters.
Slavery,
individual

as

owned

a

social

another,

institution
was
6

in

many

in

which

ways

the

one
same

everywhere.
in

race

But different social settings and differences

between roaster and

slave

in the

United

States

provide significant contrasts. The most striking features,
slave

function

and

slave

status,

were

derived

from the

nature of the societies.
It is theoretically true that little legal difference
existed in the status of slaves in America and in China.
However, social and customary treatment of slaves was quite
different.
"Negro

American

Race,"

were

slaves,
treated

because
as

they

inferiors

came
at

from the

best.

Their

status was fixed by law and custom. Slaves in Han China were
also at the bottom of society, but their social position was
more flexible. The actual social status Chinese slaves held
varied according to which master they belonged. There were
few racial barriers separating masters and slaves in Han
China. Slaves existed as human beings differing only as to
their status with their masters, and their social status was
not permanently fixed as in the case of black slaves in
America.
To compare and contrast the major aspects of slavery
in ancient China and in modern America, this paper begins
with a brief description of these two societies. It explores
slave origins and ownership, reconstructs slave function and
master-slave relationships, and examines the slave's legal
and social status. My conclusions differ from Patterson's
argument by suggesting that the ethnic relationship between
7

masters and slaves was the major element determining slaves'
treatment and condition. Racism was the driving force behind
the legal and social attitudes toward slaves
South,

where

masters

and

slaves

different racial groups.

8

were

in the Old

originally

from

CHAPTER ONE
HAN SOCIETY AND THE ANTEBELLUM SOUTH
China under the Han dynasty and the Old South in the
United States during the mid-19th century were societies in
which slavery did not exist in isolation. Slavery in the Han
China existed within an ancient feudal-monarchical system;
in America slavery depended on a modern capitalist market.
Comparison of these two societies will help achieve a better
understanding of the relationship between the institution
of slavery and its social settings in America and China.
HAN SOCIETY IN CHINA
Chinese history began with a classical period

from

about the 21st century B.C. to the 2nd century B.C. This
period consisted of three consecutive dynasties;
(c.21st century-c.1600 B.C.),
and Zhou (c.1122-221 B.C.).5

Shang

the Xia

(c.1600-c.1122 B.C.),

These dynasties were all born

5 The Zhou dynasty (1122-221 B.C.) was feudal in
character. It consisted of two periods: the Western Zhou
(1122-771 B.C.) and the Eastern Zhou (771-221 B.C.). The
Zhou king was considered the ruler and symbol of the
country, with the nobility invested with titles and
territories. During especially the Eastern Zhou period,
however, the king's authority was reduced by the growing
power of the feudal lords, and each of the states was
actually independent from the Zhou king. Within the Eastern
Zhou, the period from 771-476 B.C. is called the Spring and
Autummn Period. The following period is called the Warring
9

in the north along the Yellow River.

Each embraced several

states and co-existed with other states around them.

The

history of this period is also called Pre-Qin because it
preceded the Qin (221-206 B.C.), the first imperial dynasty.
The

Qin

dynasty

was

the

first

centralized

feudal

monarchy, whose supremacy was established through endless
fighting with other states during the late
Through absorption and annexation,

Zhou period.

the Qin state finally

swallowed all its rivals. The Qin dynasty was important in
Chinese history for the following reasons; under the first
Emperor, Shihuang, China was unified after a long period of
chaos; the system of weights and measures, monetary units,
and China's writing system were standardized,which ensured
the unity of China economically as well as culturally. The
Qin dynasty was, however, a short-lived regime. Oppressive
government, harsh punishment by law, heavy taxes and corvee
labor duties evoked strong opposition.

There was a major

peasant uprising as early as 209 B.C. Three years later, the
Qin dynasty was overthrown by Liu Bang, the famous leader
of a local rebellion.
The Han dynasty started in 206 B.C. It was divided into
two

periods

as

the

result

of

the

interruption

of

a

rebellious emperor from another clan of the imperial Liu
family. The first period is called Western Han (or Former

States (403-221 B.C.).
10

Han,

206

B.C.-25

A.D.)

because

the

northwest Chinese city of Changan

capital

was

in the

(now Xian) . The other

period is called Eastern Han (or Latter Han, 25-220 A.D.)
as

a

result

Luoyang

of

the

removal

of

the

capital

eastward

to

(in modern day Henan province). This location had

a natural protective screen and was at an important junction
for transportation and communication.
The Han dynasty contributed a great deal

to Chinese

history in terms of economic structure, political system,
and cultural tradition. Han rulers inherited the merits and
achievements of the Qin dynasty. They drew lessons, however,
from the collapse of the Qin realm that China could not be
governed through naked power and that those who opposed the
people would come to grief. They tended to stress personal
humanity and social harmony based on Confucian ideology.
Deviating

from

the

traditional

political

system

of

the

previous feudal aristocracy, the Han dynasty created a new
political

order

of

"monarch-bureaucracy"

with

Confucian

ideology as the regulator of institutional relations. This
new order provided a political system upon which the next
two

thousand

years

of

Chinese

political

tradition

were

based. It was in the Han dynasty that a civil service system
was begun which eventually produced a scholar-official class
that dominated government through much of Chinese dynastic
history.
Before

examining

the

institution
11

of

slavery

in Han

China, it is necessary to take note of slavery and scholarly
treatment of slavery in China in general. China, the cradle
of eastern civilization, apparently provided fertile ground
for slavery in ancient times. Chinese slavery was a unique
phenomenon in the sense of its limited scope and its long
duration.

Slavery

seems

to have

been

in existence when

Chinese recorded history began,

and it lasted throughout

all

but

the

imperial

dynasties;

slavery

was

never

predominantly a profit-making system. It was attached to the
•7

feudal-monarchical system,

in which the dominant productive

relationship was between peasants and landlord.
Before the 1930s, historians in China examined history
in a rather microcosmic way on a case-by-case basis. They
recognized the existence of slaves and servants in China?
however,

they

did

not

believe

that

China

had

ever

experienced a slave society because of the limited nature

6 Archaeological
discoveries
show
that
Chinese
ancestors lived as far back as 600,000 years ago. Not until
Xia times, however, did Chinese recorded history begin. See
Wang Guimin ”1983 Xianqin Shi Yanjiu Gaikuang” (Survey of
Pre-Qin History Studies in 1983), Zhonqquo Shi Yani iu
Dongtai (Trends in the Studies of Chinese History) 3:1-3
(1984);
David N. Keightley, ed., The Origins of Chinese
Civilization (Berkeley, 1983), p.495.
7 Guo Moruo, Zhonqquo Gudai Shehui Yaniiu [The Study
of Ancient Chinese Society] (Beijing, 1977)? Nuli Zhi Shidai
[The Era of Slavery] (Beijing, 1973) . See also Jin Jingfang,
Zhonqquo Nuli Shehui shi [History of Chinese Slave Society]
(Shanghai, 1983)? J. R. Levenson, China: An Interpretive
History from the Beginnings to the Fall of Han (Berkeley,
1968).
12

of slavery.
concept

Then in 1930 Guo Moruo accepted the Marxian

that

economic

slavery

stages

existed

(namely,

as one

of the

primitive

five socio

commune,

slavery,

feudalism, capitalism, and communism), stages through which
societies
Zhonqcruo

generally
Gudai

Society), Guo

pass

Shehui

according

Yaniiu

examined

to

(Study

ancient

Marxism.

In

his

of

Ancient

Chinese

Chinese

history

from

a

Marxist perspective, and he concluded that slavery in China
had existed as one of the five basic socio-economic stages.
Guo's perspective led to heated discussions of slavery and
debates
•

over

the

•

historical stage.

dividing

8

lines

of

each

consecutive

.

Marxist theory and methodology greatly

influenced Chinese historians, especially after the founding
of

the

People's

archaeological

Republic

and

of

China

epigraphical

in

1949.

discoveries

But

new

challenged

historical interpretations from time to time. Historians,
Marxist

and non-Marxist

alike,

had to

reexamine

ancient

Chinese history according to new discoveries.
Although
historians

the

agree

evidence
that

is

Chinese

not

yet

conclusive,

slavery began

in the

many
Xia

8 For a more detailed discussion, see Lin Ganquan, Li
Zude and Tian Renlong, Zhonqquo Gudai Shi Fenqi Taolun Wushi
Nian [Fifty Years of Discussion on Periodical Divisions of
Ancient Chinese History] (Shanghai, 1983); Ye Guisheng and
Liu Maolin, "Zhongguo Shehui Shi Lunzhan yu Makesi Zhuyi
Lishixue de Xingcheng" (Debates over Chinese Social History
and The Formation of the Marxian Historical Concept), Hebei
Shida Xuebao (Journal of Hebei Normal University) 1:25-37
(1983).
13

period. Their argument is based on archaeological studies
as well as historical records such as the Shu Jina
called Shanq Shu. The Book of History).9

(also

From the Xia to

the Qin-Han period, slavery was believed to have existed in
an elementary stage with war captives providing the main
source

of

slaves.10

Slavery

described as patriarchal
such

slavery were

that

of this period

slavery.
the

is usually

The characteristics of

father

of the

slave-holding

family was an absolute master, holding the power of life and
death over his wife, his children, and his slaves, all of
whom were believed to be his subjects and property. Also,
while slaves were considered members of the master's family,
they could also maintain their own families.11
Slavery,

like many other processes of human history,

evolved gradually.

Not until the Han dynasty did slavery

enter a significant new stage in terms of ownership and

9 The main sources for studying Pre-Qin societies are
the Five Classics, namely, Shi Jing (The Book of Songs) , Shu
Jing (The Book of History), Yi Jing (The Book of Changes),
Li Ji (The Book of Rites) , and Chun Qiu (The Spring and
Autumn Annals).
10 Wang Guimin, "Xianqin Shi Yanjiu Gaikuang", p.4.
11 "Zhongguo Nuli Zhi Wenti Xueshu Taolun Hui Zongshu"
(Summary of the Conference on the Problems of Chinese
Slavery) Zhonqquo Shi Yaniiu Dongti 11:29 (1986);
Wu
Rongzeng, "Dui Chunqiu Zhanguo Jiazhang Zhi Nuli Zhi Canyu
de Kaocha" (Investigation of the Survival of Patriarchal
Slavery in the Spring-Autumn and the Warring States Period),
Beiiinq Daxue Xuebao (Journal of Beijing University), 2:19 (1987); Mandu Retu, "Jiazhang Nuli Zhi Tanxi" (Analysis
of Patriarchal Slavery), Sixiang Zhanxian (The Ideological
Front) 5:12-25 (1983).
14

status of slaves.
burying
stopped;

slaves
13

12

alive

By the Han dynasty,
with

their

the practice of

deceased

masters

was

the master's power of life and death over his

slaves was legally prohibited. Slaves by this time were no
longer permitted to maintain families, but rather they had
to serve their masters individually. The practice of selling
slaves kept pace with and was directly related to the change
of

land

system

Throughout

that

occurred

the

classical

in

Qin

times.

period,

all

the

land

theoretically belonged to the state; the king was the only
owner. People who tilled the land were less subjects of a

12 Sun Miao, "Zhongguo Fengjian Shehui he Nuli Shehui
de Fenqi Wenti" (Issues on the Division of Chinese Premative
and Slave Societies) , Zhoncrguo Shi Yaniiu (Studies in
Chinese History) 1:15 (1987); Han Lianqi, "Xiadai Shi Cong
Yuanshi Shehui Jianli Dao Nuli Zhanyou Zhi Xingcheng de
Shidai" (Xia Dynasty: the Period from the Disintegration of
Primitive Society to the Formation of Slave Ownership), Wen
Shi Zhe (Literature, History and Philosophy) 5:87-98 (1983);
"Chongpuo 'Jin Qu* Baijia Zheng Ming: Zhongguo Gudaishi
Fenqi Wenti Xueshu Taolunhui Zongshu" (Breakthrough the
'Forbidden Zone', Let A Hundred Schools of Thought Contend:
Conference Summary on the Discussion of Perodical Divisions
of Ancient Chinese History), Lishi Yani iu (Historical
Studies) 12:16-24 (1978).
13 It was a belief and wish among the rich that they
would keep their wealth and power in heaven if they were
furnished with valuables and servants upon death. In the
classical period, masters usually ordered slaves to be with
them upon their death. The Yin (Shang) ruins show thousands
of slaves buried around their master's tombs. There was no
evidence in Han tombs, however, indicating slaves were
buried along with their masters. Instead of human beings,
there were paintings of servants, wooded human figures,
pottery warriors and bronze horses in the tombs. See Wang
Zhongshu, Han Civilization (New Haven, 1982), pp.190, 219,
221.
15

state than a noble household.
iinq tian

The land system was called

(from the Chinese character

) , which is

believed to have existed in Pre-Qin times. In this system,
one Chinese square mile was divided into nine plots, with
eight parts assigned by the monarch to male adults in eight
families.
families

All

land

occupying

was
the

cultivating the ninth
labor services.

controlled
eight

plots

(central)

by

the

paid

monarch,
their

and

rent

by

plot and providing other

Family plots reverted to the monarch upon

the death or disability of the adult male family head. This
system

was

believed

to

have

begun

with

distribution among all people by the monarch.

equal

land

It was also

said to be the basis of slavery in pre-Qin times, because
all laborers belonged to the monarch and were tied to public
land.14 Some histories claim that this land system was a
type of

primitive commune? people who worked on the land

were mainly commune peasants.15
The existence of the iing tian system depended on two
factors: fertile land and limited people on the land. With
the

further

population
expansion

development

increases,
of

of

productive

increased demands

territory

were

inevitable.

forces

and

on new

land and

By

the

with

Warring

States period toward the end of the Zhou dynasty,

there

14 Wang Guimin, "Xian Qin Shi Yanjiu Gaikuang", p.l.
15 "Chongpuo Jinqu", p.17;
"Zhongguo Nuli Zhi Wenti
Xueshu Taolun Hui Zongshu", p.29.
16

appeared two new elements in land possession: one was newly
cleared

waste

land,

the

other

was

land

granted

to

distinguished soldiers to encourage military valor. By this
time the foundation of the iincr tian system was eroding and
private land holding was actually in existence. In the Qin
dynasty, the Emperor finally gave official recognition to
private
replaced

land ownership.16 In the Qin period,
labor

service,

and

land

became

a

land taxes
purchasable

commodity.
Land reform from usufructuary land rights to private
ownership of land resulted in the death of the i inq tian
system. People could not only have private land but also buy
and sell it as they chose. The consequence of this landlord
system was the concentration of landholding by the powerful
and the consequent destitution of the poor during the Han
dynasty.

By

the

time

of

Emperor

Wu

(140-87

B.C) , the

polarization between the rich on the one hand and landless
farmers on the other hand was so severe that the government
had to take measures to curtail the continous deterioration
of society*s structure.17

This change of land system is

significant in explaining the sources and position of slaves

16 Lu Zongli, "1983 Qin-Han Shi Yanjiu Gaikuang"
(Survey of the Studies in Qin-Han History in 1983) , Zhoncrcruo
Shi Yaniiu Donqtai 4:4 (1984)
17 Cho-yun Hsu, Han Agriculture: the Formation of Early
Chinese Agrarian Economy (206 B.C.-A.D. 220). Ed. Jack L.
Dull. (Seattle, 1980), p.31.
17

•

during the Han era.

1R

The Han dynasty was a feudal-monarchical society within
which slavery was an established institution.

The social

structure in Han China was complex. The emperor was at the
top of the pyramid and held absolute power over the people
under him. Below him was an upper class consisting of two
groups:

the nobility and officials who formed the ruling

class.

A very large imperial family was at the center of

government

and provided much

emperor

an empress

or

of

the

ascended

the

nobility.
throne,

Once
his

an

or her

relatives would be given certain titles and a great amount
of land and slaves. Officials were not necessarily noblemen.
Some of them were scholars who had proved themselves through
imperial
•

examinations or were recommended by

officials.

19

The

mass

of

people were

influential

called

zhoncr

(commoners) or min (people) and included farmers, peasants,
artisans,

merchants,

and

indentured servants.

Commoners

comprised the main source of wealth for the government and

18 For more
information, see Zhao Shugui, "Shilun
Lianghan Nubei Wenti yu Nubei Zhengce" (Slave Problems and
Slave Policies in the Two Han Dynasties), Shixue Yuekan
(Historical Monthly) 5:27 (1985) ? Jian Bozan, Pin Han Shi,
p.267.
19 Ban Gu,
Han Shu [History of the Han Dynasty]
(Beijing, 1983), Vol.87, pp.3589-3619. The Han Shu is the
first biographical dynastic history in China. It was written
by Ban Gu (32-92 A.D.) , an official historian in the Eastern
Han
period. This work consists of 100 chapters in 120
volumes. The Han Shu is considered by historians to be the
most important source to study Han society.
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upper classes. They had heavy duties such as paying taxes,
providing common labor, and so forth, which supported the
state and enriched the ruling people.

This class was so

broad as to include most of the population. In addition to
the commoners, at the bottom of the society were slaves and
convicts.20
China

in the Han dynasty and throughout

traditional history was a rural society.
attitudes and
as

the

its entire

In both popular

governmental policies agriculture was seen

basis

of

the

society

and

superior

to

commerce.

Merchants were usually thought to be dishonest and cunning.
During the Han period the main crops were maize,

wheat,

sorghum and rice. Land provided a means of living and the
most important sort of property to own. Peasants rather than
slaves tilled the fields. Landed gentry and local officials
usually

worked

together,

amassing wealth.
Therefore,
a

Commoners

were

local

governed

affairs

and

and

exploited.

the principal social contradiction was between

relatively

commoners

controlling

few

rather

Unfortunately,

no

rich

people

and

than

between

data

is

the

free

available

vast
men

to

majority
and

show

slaves.

the

percentages of each social group.

20 See Jian Bozan, Pin Han Shi, pp.206-220;
Ch'u T'ung-Tsu, Han Social Structure (Seattle, 1972),
p p •63—151•
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of

exact

Although Han society was a society with a rigid class
system

in

positions

which
were

class-consciousness

not

unchangeable.

was

clear,

Individuals

social

and

their

families could rise from the lowest status to the highest
rank, while others tumbled from the summit to the bottom of
society. There are numerous documented instances of people
from humble origins ascending to the aristocracy and members
of

high

ranks

becoming

convicts

and

slaves

at

one

stroke.21
Although the existence of both a rigid class system and
social mobility may appear contradictory, in actuality they
were

causally

related.

Both

stemmed

from

a

system

of

autocratic monarchy and the social order that supported it.
The characteristics of slavery within such a socio-political
system will be discussed later.
THE AMERICAN ANTEBELLUM SOUTH
The Old South of the 19th century differed from other
parts of the United States in its peculiar institution of

21 For a discussion of social mobility and the class
system see Yang Zuolong, "Zhongguo Fengjian Shehui he Nubei
Zhidu" (Chinese Feudal Society and Slave System), Luovancr
Shizhuan Xuebao (Journal of Luoyang Normal School) 2:27-34
(1986) ; "Liang Han Nanbei Chao Nubei Zhidu de Bijiao Yanjiu"
(Comparative Study of Slave System in the Han and the NorthSouth Dynasties), Shixue Jikan (Collection of Historical
Studies) 4:1-8 (1985).
See also Jian Bozan, Pin Han Shi,
pp.210-13;
Wilbur, Slavery in China, pp.45;
Ch'u T'ungtsu, Han Social Structure, p.414 ff.
20
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slavery. * Southern slavery, however, did not emerge at the
very

beginning

summer

of

of

1619,

the
when

first
twenty

English

settlement.

"negars"

were

In the

brought

to

Jamestown, there was no slavery at all. Those first blacks
were indentured servants.

Slavery took root and developed

with the commercial production of tobacco in the Chesapeake
colonies and rice and indigo along the Carolina coast.
By the mid-19th century the Old South had developed a
diversified economy with cotton, tobacco, wheat, rice and
sugar as its principal export items. With the exception of
wheat, these and other crops that laid the foundation of the
south’s economy from the very beginning were time and labor
consuming,

which

needed

long

growing

seasons,

gang-hand

labor, and endless fresh land. The main characteristic of
southern agriculture was its commercial nature— the economy
depended

extensively

on

international

markets.

The

Old

South, from its rise to its fall, relied on cash crops for
its wealth. Tobacco and cotton were the life blood of the
Old South.

The peculiar institutions and the distinctive

characteristics

of the

South

all

resulted

from

such

an

22 For a general discussion of the Old South and its
pecular institution, see I. A. Newby, The South: A History
(New York,
1978);
Kenneth M. Stampp, The Peculiar
Institution: Slavery in the Antebellum South (New York,
1961);
Eugene D. Genovese, Roll. Jordan. Roll: The World
the Slaves Made (New York, 1974). For a summary of recent
scholarship on slavery, see John Boles, Black Southerners.
1619-1809. (Lexington, 1984), especially his bibliographical
essay pp.214-39.
21

economic system.
In a rural society such as the Old South, where land
was cheap and labor dear, the size of land holding and the
amount of labor became two all-important sources of wealth.
The Old South, with its vast quantities of undeveloped land,
provided

its

white

population

unlimited

economic

opportunities. The Old South differed from Han society and
many

other

societies

in

the

fact

that

the

means

of

subsistence were so widely distributed among the mass of
whites that the majority of adult males owned land.

The

society of the Old South can be understood in two respects:
its

economic

colonial

mobility

period

on,

and

the

social

South

stability.

was

From

characterized

the
as

a

restless society. The direction of movement was economically
upward and geographically westward.23
in China,
static,

Unlike Han society

where the economy was polarized and relatively
in

the

Old

South

personal

income

and

living

standards increased for both the rich and the non-rich among
the white population.
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23 See William 0. Lynch, "The Westward flow of Southern
Colonists before 1861", The Journal of Southern History
4:303-327 (Aug. 1943); John Solomon Otto, "The Migration of
the Southern Plain Folk: An Interdisciplinary Synthesis",
The Journal of Southern History 180-200 (May 1985).
24 Newby, The South. P.135;
Gavin Wright, The
Political Economy of the Cotton South (New York, 1978),
P. 36; Harry L. Coles, Jr., "Notes and Documents: Some Notes
on Slave Ownership and Land Ownership in Louisiana 18501860", The Journal of Southern History 4:32-34 (Aug. 1943).
22

Social structure in the Old South was not as complex
as that in China. The Old South society was dominated by
whites and simply divided into two classes— white free men
and bonded blacks.

Between these two castes,

there was a

virtually impassable chasm created by the color line. The
few free blacks belonged to the same inferior social group
as their black slave fellows.25 Among whites,

there were

different economic groups, but great mobility among those
groups existed. White commoners in the South were not the
main source of wealth that enriched the society.

To the

contrary, the larger accumulations of the white m e n ’s wealth
mainly relied on the exploitation of black slave laborers.26
Social stability in the Old South lay in the economic
opportunity provided by vast amounts of virgin land and by
racial prejudice which fixed the relationship between whites
and blacks. Poor whites did not want nor was there a need
to change the established social order, that is, the fixed
division between black and white. Vast land and potential
markets

theoretically provided white

farmers

as well as

25 See Ira Berlin, Slaves without Masters; The Free
Negro in the Antebellum South (Oxford, 1974) . For the
similar racism and social exclusion of blacks in northern
society, see Leon F. Litwack, North of Slavery: The Negro
in the Free States (Chicago, 1961).
26 Fred Arthur Bailey, Class and Tennssees Confederate
Generation (Chapal Hill, 1980); Donald L. Winters, " ’Plain
Folf' of the Old South Reexamined: Economic Democracy in
Tennessee", The Journal of Southern History 53:565-86 (Nov.
1987).
23

planters with unlimited opportunity before the Civil War.
On

the

other

controlled

hand,

laborers

law
and

and
an

customs

inferior

made
race.

slaves

both

There was

no

strong social class system among whites in the South, but
the racial caste was evident. Blacks, both free and bonded,
were

severely

restricted.

There was no way

escape from their fixed social position.
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for them to

CHAPTER TWO
SLAVE ORIGINS AND OWNERSHIP
Slavery in America and China, as elsewhere, grew out of
its own historical situation. How slavery came into being
is a complex question that defies simple explanation,

in

part because slavery did not exist in a vacuum. In America,
slavery

resulted

from

a

combination

of

particular

agricultural conditions and racial prejudice. In Han China,
slavery was a result of the growing wealth and a social
philosophy of the ruling class which held that men were not
created equal and that the poor were fated to be poor while
the rich were fated to be rich.
societies

had

its

own

unique

Each of these two slave
features.

Both

of

them,

however, had a common characteristic: in China and America
the roots of slavery lay basically in economic conditions.
American slavery emerged with the rise of a world market
after
period

western
was

colonization.

produced

in

Chinese

the

slavery

socio-economic

resulting from a concentration of landholding.
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in

the

Han

polarization

AMERICAN SLAVE ORIGINS
America

was

an

offspring

of

the

sixteenth-century

commercial revolution. Its economy, from the very beginning,
was based on international commerce. Americans were, as a
result,

commercial

people

by

necessity

and

environment.

Slavery appeared and flourished in such a soil.
When the English colonists settled
slavery

in other

Indies,

had

colonies

existed

for

in America,

a long time.

in North America,
such
The

as the West
first

English

settlers did not bring slavery with them nor did they intend
to

introduce

presence

slavery

into

their

colonies.

The

blacks'

in the South antedated by many years the

legal

existence of chattel slavery.1 The reasons for this delay
in the

introduction of slavery can be explained by many

factors.
necessity,

The

basic

not

in

.

reasons,

however,

Englishmen's
.

.

English way[s] of doing things,"
moral

attitude,

"they

valued

lay

in

"prejudice
2

.

nor m

against

own

liberty

and

non-

.

English settlers'

about which one historian has

their

economic

looked

said that
down

their

collective noses at those southern Europeans who not only
were

Catholic

but

also

stooped

to

enslave

1 Stampp, Peculiar Institution, p.21.
2 Boles, Black Southerners, p . 10.
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with

brutal

consequences both American Indians and imported Africans."3
It was clear during the first decades of colonization
in North America that there was no immediate need for, nor
availability of, slave laborers. White indentured servants
played

important

history.

They

roles

were

in the

the

main

first

labor

period
force

of

that

colonial
laid

the

foundation for the tobacco economy. When tobacco took root
in Virginia, it soon showed its promise to southern farmers.
However,
plots

by

in the first decades, it was cultivated in small
a

few

laborers.

In

early

colonial

America

the

shortage of labor as a problem was not yet serious.
Importing

black

labor

and

enslaving

blacks

became

a

profitable commercial venture first to the English not the
colonies.

The

English

government's

encouragement

of

the

importation of slaves sometimes encountered objections by
the Southern colonies before the Revolution.4 Early in the
colonial

period

Southern

planters

realized

the

possible

advantages of using slave labor. Slavery, however, did not
take root and spread in the North American continent until
staples such as tobacco and later cotton, both requiring a
large,

stable

labor

force,

became profitable

enough

for

3 Boles, Black Southerners , p. 8. See also Winthop
Jordan, White Over Black; American Attitudes toward the
Negro. 1550-1812 (Chapel Hill, 1968), pp.44-98.
4 Boles, Black Southerners, p.25.
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expansion and white indentured servants eventually proved
inadequate.5
With the development of the southern economy and an
increased

demand

important

source of

appearance

of

for

gang

labor

"slave"

laborers,
for the

servitude,

blacks

colonial
as

became

an

economy.

distinguished

The
from

indentured servitude in Maryland and Virginia records

in

1639 and 1640, provides an exceptional instance rather than
the mark of the beginning of slavery. By the 1660s slavery
was institutionally recognized and protected by law in both
Virginia and Maryland.6
While

the

seventeenth

century

witnessed

the

establishment of slavery in colonial America, not until the
eighteenth century was slave labor imported on a large scale
from black Africa. In the previous century, when slaves were
not the main source of colonial labor, West Indians provided
sufficient numbers of second-hand Afro-American slaves for
the mainland colonies.

When slavery began to flourish in

the South, however, West Indian slaves were not sufficient.
Slaves from Africa became the main source of black labor
beginning with the eighteenth century. The slave population

5 See Ira Berlin, "Time, Space, and the Evolution of
Afro-American Society on British Mainland North America",
American Historical Review 85:44-78 (Feb. 1980).
6 Boles, Black Southerners. p.12;
Robin W. Winks,
Slavery: A Comparative Perspective (New York, 1972), p.75.
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increased greatly from then on?
slaves

imported

into

this

after 1720 90 percent of

territory

came

directly

from

Africa.7
Both the change of slave origins from West Indian to
native African and the

increase

of the

slave population

influenced the white men's attitudes and gradually aroused
the fears of the master class. They used an offense as a
means

of

defense.

As

a

result,

toward

the

end

of

the

seventeenth century, slave laws became more severe in many
colonies. In 1669, the Fundamental Constitution of Carolina
gave every freeman of Carolina "absolute power and authority
.

over his negro slaves of what opinion or religion soever."
In 1696,
real

8

the assembly of South Carolina passed the first

slave

code.

But

in

1691,

Virginia

had

already

prohibited interracial marriage, and private manumission of
slaves

was

made

more

difficult

in

the

1690s.

By

the

eighteenth century, as Stampp points out, color had become
not

only

the

evidence

of

slavery

but

also

a

badge

of

degradation. "Thus," in Stampp*s words, "the master class,
for

its

own

purposes,

wrote

chattel

slavery,

the

caste

system and racial prejudice into American custom and law."

Q

7 Boles, Black Southerners, p.31.
8 Ibid., p.22.
9 Stampp, Peculiar Institution, p.23?
For more
arguments, see John C. Hurd, The Law of Freedom and Bondage
in the United States (2 Vol. New York, 1858-1862), Vol.l,
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It is quite clear that racial prejudice,

shadowed by

White Supremacy in general and Anglo-Saxon superiority in
particular, played an important role in the development of
American

slavery.

However,

it

is

not

appropriate

to

overemphasize the importance of racism when explaining why
American slavery came into existence.
interacted,

without one preceding the

Slavery and racism
other.

Racial

and

ethnic prejudice tells us more about how the institution of
slavery was kept legal than about why it came into existence
originally.

Slavery

in

America

resulted

from

economic

necessity and was reinforced by racial biases.
SLAVE ORIGINS IN THE HAN DYNASTY
If the importation of Africans, taken by force or sold
at will,

was the primary source for white Southerners to

obtain slave labor for their agricultural profit, and if the
use of slave labor for vast agrarian opportunities could be
considered a major reason for the enslavement of blacks in
the American South, the source of slavery in the Han dynasty
)

was quite different and the situation more complicated.
Slaves in the Han dynasty were those people who passed
from

freedom

into

bondage

in

various

ways,

such

as

pp.225-54. Patterson, however, holds a different viewpoint.
He believes that ethnic factors determined who became slaves
more than they influenced the condition of slaves. See
Social Death, p . 179.
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kidnapping, capture in war, abduction, and selling oneself.
However,

unlike western slave

ancient Rome and the American

societies, such as that
South,

the

main sourcesof

slaves in China were neither captives nor alien people.
slaves

came mainly

from

two

sources:

one

of

was

Han

"willing"

native Chinese who sold themselves or were sold by their
families into slavery; the other was families of criminals
who were forced into slavery by the government. The former
were generally categorized as private slaves and the latter
were considered government slaves.10
What was the reason for people selling themselves? Did
they not believe freedom was the basis of being real men?
Had they so little self-worth

that they were willing

to

sacrifice themselves to be the

chattel of others? Why were

innocent people punished by being put into slavery because
of others' crimes? The explanation is that those people had
no other options because they could escape neither from the
economic situation nor the social system.
The change
ownership

in land system from i ing tian to private

in the Qin dynasty

movement in Han times.

resulted in a major social

It produced two social classes:

a

despotic gentry and landless peasants. The limited means of
production and subsistence which the small farmers once had

10 See Jian Bozan, Qin Han Shi, pp.166-70.
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were

annexed

by

the

rich

fanners became debtors.
they

had

to

sell

and powerful.

Thus,

a

lot

of

In order to pay off their debts,

whatever

they

possessed,

even

their

children and wives. With the concentration of land, the poor
became poorer, the rich became richer. According to Ban Gu
in the Han S h u . "The rich possessed boundless land, while
the poor had no place to stick an awl." 11
Apart

from

land

concentration,

devastating

famines

produced landless peasants, tenants, and slaves in the Han
dynasty. In Han times as well as in other periods of ancient
history,

famine

was

one

of

the

major

causes

of

rural

suffering. The primitive mode of production and the limited
ability to control nature increased the frequency of famine
and put poor people in a helpless position when famine came.
Records of famine caused by severe droughts, untimely
frost,

flood,

and civil unrest appeared more than twenty

times in the Han Shu (History of the Han Dynasty) during a
period of 212 years. In the bad years, a lot of people had
no way to survive other than to sell their loved ones or
even to practice cannibalism. For example, in 2 05 B.C. there
was a great famine in the Guan Zhun area near the capital;
the famine caused an extreme shortage of food and the deaths
of half the population.

In such a famine, men ate men to

11 Ban Gu, Han S h u . Vol.24, P.1137.
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keep themselves from starving to death.12
In the Han period,

the lower reaches of the Yellow

River were frequently flooded. In 45 B.C., Shandong (now an
eastern province)

witnessed a serious flood which covered

an area of two to three thousand Chinese square miles.
The

famine made a lot of people homeless.

Many starving

people resorted to cannibalism. In such cases, small farmers
were quickly impoverished and had to sell land in exchange
for

necessities

to

survive.

Some

became

tenants

or

indentured farmers. During such bad times, men were driven
to

the

extremes

of

selling

their

families

into

slavery

rather than watching them die of hunger.14
During the Han dynasty,

and indeed throughout ancient

and modern Chinese history, natural calamity, the dwindling
availability of land, and the gradual concentration of land
under landlords were three factors that helped to produce
a great number of landless farmers and bonded slaves.
Despite enslavement for economic reasons, the other main
source of slaves during the Han dynasty was the enslavement
of criminals' families for crimes of treason, rebellion, and

12 Ban Gu, Han S h u . Vol.24, p.1145, 1162.
13 Ban Gu, Han S h u . Vol.24, p.1172.
One English mile
is equal to 3.22 Chinese miles, and one English square mile
is equal to 10.37 Chinese square miles. The area flooded was
probably about two to three hundred English square miles.
14 Jian Bozan, Pin Han S h i , p.267.
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unlawful violence.

Criminals were different

Criminals were to serve set sentences,

from slaves.

depending on their

crimes, ranging from one year to a lifetime. Slaves, on the
other hand, could not change their status unless they were
granted a special

amnesty by the emperor or unless they

bought back their freedom.
In Han

times,

especially during

Emperor Wang Mang's

reign (9-24 A.D.), strict legal provisions prohibited people
from

secretly

coining money.

Counterfeiters were

put to

death. However, the frequent change of the national monetary
system

caused

socio-economic

secretly coined money.

unease.

A

lot

of merchants

The increased number of criminals

made the government change the law from putting people to
death to other punishments. The law stipulated that those
who privately coined money would be put into slavery along
with their wives; those who knew but failed to report such
illegal activity would bear the same kind of punishment.
To

understand

the

phenomenon

that

many

could

be

implicated by one criminal, we have to be acquainted with
the Chinese social principle of family unity.

In ancient

China, from the emperor down, the family was the basic unit
of society. The family tree was much bigger than one might
expect. Generally,

it included as many as four generations

15 Ban Gu, Han S h u . Vol.24, p.1185
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and stretched to branches of uncles related to the same
great-grandfather.
responsible

The

whole

family

for the acts of one of

was

considered

its members.

In some

cases, neighbors were also affected.
Slave

origins

showed

a

social

need

for

slave

institutions in both America and China. Having examined the
sources of slavery, there arise other questions: Who owned
slaves?

What was

the

proportion

of

slaves

to the whole

population in these two slave societies?
SLAVE OWNERSHIP IN THE OLD SOUTH
Different

social

conditions

gave

slave

ownership

different features in America and China. In the Old South,
slaveholding
popular

image

was

a

of

widespread
a

typical

phenomenon.
Southerner

is

Indeed,
that

the
of

a

slaveholder, regardless of how many slaves he or she owned.
The slave population was large.

It outnumbered the white

population in some areas and extended throughout the land
below the Mason-Dixon line all during the antebellum period.
In the "Black Belt,"

16

blacks comprised more than 50 percent

of the population nearly everywhere and in a few counties

16 The "Black Belt" was a dense slave area which
covered
eastern Virginia,
North Carolina,
and South
Carolina. It ran through central Georgia and Alabama,
stretched into Mississippi, and along both sides of the
Mississippi River from Memphis, Tennessee, to the Gulf of
Mexico,
and then crossed
southern Louisiana
to the
easternmost counties of Texas. See Newby, The South, p. 141.
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over 90 percent of the total population.17 The amount of
free blacks in each area was small compared with the slave
population.

.
Incontrast, in Han

18

China slaveholding

had a

narrowly limited scope. The slave population was so small
that it was believed to be about one percent of the total
population,

IQ

.

. . .

although the size of individual slaveholdmgs

was remarkably large.

20

The distribution of slave population in the Old South
was actually a function of both time and geography. In the
sixty years from 1790 to 1850 the number of slaveholding
families
347,725.
slave

in
21

the

United

States

increased

from

96,168

.

to

.

About one third of all southern families were

holders

m

1850.

22

The

slave population

stretched

throughout the entire South, but it was spread unevenly over
a vast area.

In some places, such as those already cited,

the slave ratio was as high as 90 percent, while in other

17 Newby, The South. P.141.
18 Negro Population.
1790-1915. Sam.
Director, Department of Commerce Bureau of
(Washington, 1918), p .57.

L. Rogers,
the Census

19 See footnote 31 on page 39.
20 The phenomenon that one master held hundreds or even
thousands of slaves was not rare. For examples, see Ban Gu,
Han S h u . Vol.82, pp.3369-3375;
Ch'u T'ung-Tsu, Han Social
Structure, p.372 ff.
21 Negro Population, p.56.
22 Boles, Black Southerners, p.76.
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areas the slave population was
cent.

23

less than one or two per

Slavery moved along with the spread of southern

crops such as cotton and tobacco that well
labor.

suited slave

The size of slaveholdings increased over time and

space.24
The cotton gin invented in 1793 satisfied an increased
demand for cotton and led to a 4175 percent increase in
cotton production in the South between 1791 and 1811.25 In
1815,

after

the

war

with

England

and

while

cotton

was

rapidly becoming the most important and profitable staple
in

the

South,

the

use

of

slave

labor

among Southerners

sprang up like mushrooms. Planters and small farmers in the
interior

as well

as

the

Deep South

purchased

increased numbers as their economy developed.
extensively

cultivated

almost

Virginia to central Texas,

everywhere

slaves

in

Cotton was

from

southern

from Southern Missouri to the

Gulf Coast, when in 1840 southern cotton monopolized English
markets, making up as much as 80 percent of the imports,26

23 J. G. Randall and D. H. Donald, The Civil War and
Reconstruct ion (Lexington, 1969), p.65.
24 Negro Population, p.56, table 5.
25 Calculated from figures in Historical Statistics of
the United States. 1789-1945 (Washington, 1949), p.109.
2 6 See F. L. Owsley, King Cotton Diplomacy: Foreign
Relations of the Confederate States of America (Chicago,
1931), pp.3-4.
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slavery had already expanded throughout most of in the Old
South and Southwest. According to the census,
percent

of the

slave population was

in 1790, 92

concentrated

in the

South Atlantic division. By 1860, however, only 46.5 percent
remained in the same area while 37.7 percent of the slave
population had moved into the East South Central division
and

15.8 percent had migrated to the West South Central

division.

27

Slavery flourished and continued to show its

vitality before the Civil War in those areas where climate
and soil favored the production of cotton, tobacco, sugar,
and rice.
In the American South, the proportion of slaveholding
families

was

comparatively

large,

although

the

size

of

slaveholdings varied in different economic areas. In 1850,
the total number of slaveholders was 347,523 in the South.
For the eleven states that comprised the Confederacy, around
,

.

.

.

one third of all white families owned at lest one slave.

28

Slaves and slaveholders constituted a great proportion of
the population in many parts of the South, especially in the
"black belt".

In 1860 slaves and slave holders comprised

64.5 percent of the population of the Lower South and 38.5

27 Negro Population, p.55.
28 Randall and Donald,

Civil War and Reconstruction,

p. 67.
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of the population of the Upper South.
South Carolina and Mississippi,

pQ

In some states, like

approximately half of the

white families were slaveholders.

It is estimated that in

I860 88 percent of slaveowners held less than twenty slaves.
There were 12.7 slaves per slaveholder in the Deep South and
7.7 slaves per slaveholder in the Upper South.

30

SLAVE OWNERSHIP IN THE HAN DYNASTY
In Han society, the slave population was a very small
part of the total population, but the private ownership of
slaves was

remarkably

large among a

few slave owners. 31

Slaveholding was limited to a small portion of the people.
Those who

had

slaves were usually of the

official-noble

29 Newby, The South, p.141.
30 Stampp, Peculiar Institution p.30-31.
31 The total population in the former Han dynasty is
estimated to have been 59,594,978, and about 56,000,000 in
the latter Han dynasty.
The official estimate of government slaves in
the
former Han dynasty was about 10,000.
Historians disagree
among themselves about the number of private slaves in the
Han dynasty because no census of private slaves exists.
One estimate of the total former Han slave population
is over 3,850,000, 6.5 percent of the total population. See
Zhao Shugui, "Shilun Liang Han Nubei Wenti yu Nubei Zhengce"
(Slavery Problems and Slave Policies
in the Two Han
dynasties), Shixue Yuekan (Historical Monthly) 5:30 (1985).
The present writer believes that the most acceptable
estimate is by the leading historian, Jian Bozan; it has
been seconded by Wu Jingzhao.
They assert that the number
of private and government slaves remained approximately the
same.
They state that the total number of slaves was
probably around one percent of the total population.
See
Jian Bozan, Pin Han S h i , p.271.
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class. The reason for this phenomenon lay in an important
characteristic

of

Chinese

slavery:

it

was

a

system

of

consumption rather than production. The nobility next to the
imperial family, constituted the most important slaveholding
class; among officials, only a small portion could afford
to keep slaves.
Owning slaves was one way to display wealth and rank.
The number of slaves that could be held was once set by the
government according to the slaveholder's rank and varied
from one hundred to two hundred. However,

in practice the

number of slaves usually varied far more than was officially
allowed.
holding
Shang,

There
more

were

than

a

numerous

descriptions

thousand

slaves.

For

of

the

rich

example,

Wang

a Han nobleman mentioned by Ban Gu in the Han Shu.

held property amounting to more than a hundred million (of
Han cash, the unit of money) and his private slaves numbered
32

in thousands. *

According to the Hou Han Shu (History of

the Latter Han Dynasty), another nobleman, Marquis Zhe Hou,
had

as many

brothers

as

each

eight hundred
possessed

more

slaves.

The noble Ma

than

thousand

a

Fang

slaves.

33

Slaves in the noble Dou Rong family were also counted by the

32 See Ban Gu, Han S h u . Vol.82. p.3369-3374.
33 Fan Ye, Hou Han Shu
Vol.24, p.875.

(reprint ed., Beijing,
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1966),

thousands.34 Little is known about the exact numbers held
by the Imperial family, which was the largest slaveholder,
but the following instance may be suggestive:
last

decades

B.C.,

it

is

said

that

when

during the

great

palace

banquets were held there were three thousand slaves to keep

.

the palace supplied with food and drink.

35

It is overwhelmingly clear that slavery in America and
in China

reflected different patterns

difference

lay

in

the

different

of

social

ownership.

The

structures

and

economic conditions. American slavery grew out of economic
pressures; therefore, the size of slaveholdings paralleled
the owners' economic capacities.

In the antebellum South,

small planters and farmers were typically white Southerners.
With

rapid

development,

westward

expansion

slaveholding

spread

and
on

gradual
a

large

economic
scale

but

individually remained small in number. Slaveholding in the
Han

dynasty

resulted

from the

luxurious

requirements

of

upper-class life. Slaveholding and social rank were directly
linked. The size of one's group of slaves expanded with the
rise in the slave owner's rank. Therefore, cases of noblemen
who owned thousands of slaves are not unknown.

34 Fan Ye, Hou Han S h u . Vol.23, p.808.
35 Wilbur, Slavery in China, p.87.
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The different patterns of slaveholding together with
slave origins showed that slavery in the American Old South
and in the Chinese Han dynasty was similar in nature but had
different characteristics.

The patterns

indicate why and

under what circumstances slaves were owned. But the patterns
of slavery raise another question: how were slaves used? In
other words, what was the function of slavery in these two
different societies?
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CHAPTER THREE
THE FUNCTION OF SLAVERY AND THE MASTER-SLAVE RELATIONSHIP
Slavery,
history,

as

a

existed

socio-economic

in varied

phenomenon

forms.

in

human

American and Chinese

slavery followed two different patterns: one was mostly used
as labor; the other was typically household servitude.
America,

In

slaves were mainly used in the fields to produce

farm products.

They were forced to build wealth for their

masters as well as the whole society.

In Han China, slaves

functioned mainly as service-givers rather than agricultural
producers.
protecting
master's

Most of the

slaves were used as a means

their

master's

luxury.

These

interests
two

and

types

of

promoting
slave

of

their

function

exemplify the major differences between slavery as mainly
domestic

servitude

and

slavery

as

an

agricultural

labor

system.
SLAVE FUNCTIONS AND MASTER-SLAVE RELATIONS IN CHINA
Slaves in China during the Han dynasty performed almost
all types of personal and governmental services,
worked the land or engaged in business.
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but few

Private slaves were

mostly used as household managers and servants,
wives, private guards, palace entertainers,
Government

slaves

mainly

functioned

as

secondary

and so forth.

servants

in

the

imperial palace, but others served as soldiers or worked in
government-controlled business.
As

in the American

Old South,

land

and

property representing wealth and influence.

slaves were

Many examples

are described in authoritative works of history about the
Han dynasty, such as the Shi Ji (Historical Records),
S h u , and Hou Han Shu.

1

Han

A vivid description can be found in

"The Biography of Zhong Changtong "in the Hou Han Shu. The
account describes rich families with hundreds of beautiful
houses

connected

to

one another;

fertile

land

stretched

great distances on every side; slaves and servants numbered
in

the

thousands;

bewitching

youths

concubines filled all the gorgeous rooms.
may

be

exaggerated,

yet

they

slaveholding among the rich.

reveal

and

coquettish

Such descriptions
the

Inscriptions

popularity

of

on the brick

carvings of the Western Han dynasty spell out the desire of

1 Sima Qian, Shi Ji [Historical Records] (Taibei,
1975). The Shi Ji is the pioneer of biographic history in
China which was accomplished during the period from 104-91
B.C. The Shi Ji has 130 chapters.
It is a major work for
the study ofChinese
history
until the Western Han,
especially the
Qin and early Han period. The author, Sima
Qian (cl45-?) ,
isregarded as one of the most famous
historians and thinkers in Chinese history.
2 Ibid., Vol.49, p.1645.
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the rich that both their slaves and their livestock should
flourish.3
One cannot help but ask: whose hands were working on the
lands of the rich if slaves did not provide the labor in the
fields?
As mentioned previously, the change in the land system
during the Qin dynasty produced numerous landless peasants.
They provided the main labor force.

Rich men's land was

usually rented to landless peasants in exchange for half or,
more of the harvests as well as occasional corvee.

For

instance, during the reign of Emperor Jing (156-141 B.C.),
the nobleman Cheng Yan had 603 mu4 of farm land, which were
cultivated by twenty-five tenant families.
Emperor Wu,

Ning Ching,

an official,

In the reign of

bought more than a

thousand aing

of land and had thousands of poor families
g
working for him.
Large numbers of available peasants and
a comparatively short growing season made it more profitable
for the landlord to have food produced by tenant peasants

3 Wang Shunan, Han Wei Sui Zhanwen Jixuan [Inscriptions
on Brick Carvings in Han, Wei and Sui Dynasties] (Beijing,
1935), p.30.
4 A Chinese unit of area equal to 0.067 hectare (about
0.167 acre).
5 A Chinese unit of area equal to 6.67 hectares (about
16.7 acres).
6 Yang Zuolong, "Liang Han Nanbei Chao Nubei Zhidu de
Bijiao Yanjiu", p.92.
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rather

than

lifetime

slaves,

and

consequently

landlords

opted to employ their slaves year-round in household ac
tivities.
In Han times, slaves like their masters were dependent
on the production of the peasants.
some

officials

burdened the

as

They were regarded by

a non-productive

society

to

some

consuming

extent.

class

that

In the period

of

Emperor Yuan (48-38 B.C) , an official named Gong Yu went so
far as to write to the emperor proposing the abolition of
the slave class.

7

Slaves in the Han dynasty were divided into two kinds:
privately owned and government owned.

Q

As stated earlier,

private slaves were usually those people who were enslaved
for economic reasons.
who were

Government slaves were normally those

slaves because of criminal

actions.

categories of slaves were not firmly fixed.
changed

from one to the other.

These two

They frequently

Government

slaves often

became private slaves through the emperor"s rewarding his
subordinates and his

families?

private slaves were often

given as tribute or donations to the emperor or imperial
family and thus became government slaves.

7 Ban Gu, Han S h u . Vol.72,

p.3069.

8 For Han slave types, see Jian Bozan, "Guanyu Liang
Han de Guan Si Nubei Went i11 (Issues on Government and
Private Slaves
in the Han Dynasties) , Lishi Yaniiu
(Historical Studies) 4:1-24 (1965).
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Government slaves were given responsibility for imperial
palace services and related matters such as maintaining and
Q
raising horses and other animals.
Government slaves were
•

•

also

t

used

occasionally

as

government

government-controlled business

soldiers

and

in

such as the production of

iron and salt. Some of them were economically productive.10
Two types of government slaves often received high rank
because of their skill or because of their beauty. Some male
slaves

were

selected

to

serve

at the

imperial

court

writers and accountants and were ranked as attaches.
highly ranked female slaves were called gong ren
person)

and

selected

their teenage years.

from the palace

as
The

(palace

slave girls before

These girls were trained as personal

servents for the ladies of the palace from the empress on
down.

Gong

r e n . as

advantages

such

possibility

to

as
be

a special
close

type

personal

married

outside

of

slave,

relations

the

palace

had many
and
when

the
they

reached the age of thirty.11
The

types

of

private

slaves

were

complex.

slaves can be roughly divided into three kinds:

Private
nu

(male

9 Jian Bozan, Pin Han S h i . p.269.
10 For more discussion,
see
C.
Martin Wilbur,
"Industrial Slavery in China during the Former Han Dynasty",
Journal of Economic History. 30:56-79 (1943).
11 Wilbur, Slavery in China, p.438.
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slaves), bei (female slaves) and tona (young slaves). Fewer
men than women and children were sold into slavery.

Female

slaves were used in many ways in their master's household.
They were generally categorized into two groups:
servants and higher-status maids.

household

The former were serving

girls who waited on the master's family and did housework;
the

latter

were

female

chamber

slaves

who

were

close

personal servents in their master's households and generally
served in various capacities from the living room to the
bedroom.

Young girls of outstanding beauty were trained

mostly as entertainers.
There
whatever

is much

status

to

Emperor Wang Mang privately bought a

slave

General had no son,

used

slaves,

In 10

female

were

female

purposes by the nobility from the emperor on down.

serving

be,

that

sexual

for example,

might

show

for

B.C.,

their

evidence

and explained to

others,

"The Rear

I have heard that this girl is of a

fertile stock, therefore, I bought her for him."

12

A son was

considered the most valuable thing of wealth a family could
possess, even in the poor families of ancient China. Having
no son meant having no foundation for the family.
also

considered

as

a

punishment

by

fate.

It was

Therefore,

begetting a son was sometimes the reason for sexual rela

12 Ban Gu, Han S h u . Vol.99, p.4039.
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tions between a master and his slaves.
Between 153-139 B.C., during the reign of Emperor Jing
and Emperor Wu, a female slave who served in the household
of Marquis Ping Yang, brother-in-law of the Emperor, had a
daughter,

Wei

Yang*s family.
he saw Wei

Zifu,

who

became

an

entertainer

Zifu singing and dancing in the chorus.

presented his

Later, Emperor Wu

He brought her to his palace and had

three daughters by her.
a

The

sister with a thousand catties of gold in

exchange for Wei Zifu.

luckily

Ping

One day, when Emperor Wu visited his sister,

Emperor was at once delighted with her.

was

for

When the fourth baby was born, it

son.

Thus, Wei Zifu was raised to the
i•>
.
.
.
position of empress.
With relations like that between
Emperor Wu aud Wei Zifu, begetting a son could result in the
slave's status being greatly elevated indeed.
Noblemen in ancient China usually had several wives,
among

whom one was the principal wife while the others were

concubines.
circle

of

Favorite female slaves were included within the
concubines

or

as

between the master and his

principal
slaves

wives.

often caused problems

between the principal wife and the concubines,
between their sons.

For instance,

Relations

as well as

the two leading rival

generals at the end of the Han dynasty, Yuan Shao and Yuan

13 Ban Gu, Han Shu. Vol.97, Pp.3946-3950.
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Shu, were half-brothers by their noble father and his wives.
The elder brother, Yuan Shao, whose mother was a concubine
slave, was far more successful in acquiring allies than his
brother.

Yuan Shu,

who was born of the principal wife,

looked down upon Yuan Shao as being of humble origin, but
Yuan Shu was furious at Yuan Shao's ability to make allies.
Yuan Shu said with anger, "Why does the crowd not follow me
but my family

slave?"14

Generally, high-status slaves in a family belonged to
a particular member of the family.
sexual rights over his slave women.

A master normally had
A son could not have

relations with his father*s slaves; if he did, he would be
punished.

One account said that in 115 B.C., there was a

son who had sexual

relations with his

female slaves, was tried,

convicted,

father's personal

and forced to commit

suicide and his possessions were confiscated.15
Examination

of

the

slave

function

and

slave-master

relations in the Han Dynasty suggests that , for the most
part,

slaves existed to fill their master's needs:

they

were merely tools for whatever use the master chose to put
them. Because of the Han slaves' particular functions, their
material conditions were much better than those of ordinary

14 For details, see Fan Ye,
pp.2374—2408, Vol.75. pp.2438-2443.

Hou

15 Wilbur, Slavery in China, p.331.
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Han

Shu. Vol. 74,

people;

and

because

docility and
There

of

their

special

positions,

their

loyalty to their masters were very strong.

is no evidence

in historical

records

of any slave

revolts. As C. Martin Wilbur observes, Han slaves did not
exist

"as

a

self-conscious

group

with

interests

opposition to those of masters or other free classes."

in
1g

This characteristic of Han slaves was in sharp contrast with
the black slaves in the Old South, where racial differences
were the mark of master-slave relations.
SLAVE FUNCTIONS AND MASTER-SLAVE RELATIONS
IN THE AMERICAN ANTEBELLUM SOUTH
American slavery had, to some extent, separated itself
from

ancient

slavery.

However,

relations remained unchanged:
had to be obedient.

the

basic

master-slave

one held control,

the other

Slaves in the Old South also functioned

for the need of their masters.

If masters in the Old South

needed labor for cultivation, slaves were driven like cattle
to work in the fields;
slaves were

if masters needed house servants,

forced to work

in the household;
.

if masters

wanted dissipation, slaves became victims of sexual abuse.

17

As in the Han dynasty in China, there was a diversity

16 Wilbur, Slavery in China, p.242.
17 White southerners admitted their sexual exploitation
of black women, but, as Genovese has concluded, they tried
to deny that anything like love ever could enter into white
men's feelings about them.
See Genovese, R J R . p.419.
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of slave labor. Slaves were used as household servants, wetnurses, field laborers, miners, railroad workers, industrial
laborers and skilled artisans.

Compared to Chinese slave

functions, however, the division of labor in the Old South
was quite simple:

slaves basically performed manual work.

Generally speaking, slaves working in the fields comprised
the majority,

about

60 percent on a typical plantation?

servants, artisans and others such as small children, aged
or disabled slaves remained the other 40 percent.

18

Household servants generally did the cooking, cleaning,
washing, and so forth.

Those slaves were nothing more than

helpers for the master's wife, who was actually the manager
of the household.

A former slave described his master's

wife as "a very industrious woman, and generally busy in her
household affairs— sewing, knitting, and looking after the
servants."

TO

In general,

the number of household servants remained

low, and they were kept busy from dawn to bed time.
necessary, part-time servants were employed.

When

On farms and

small plantations, most servants had to do double duty as
•

field hands.

20

An ex-slave,

Mingo White,

18 Boles, Black Southerners, p.110?
R J R , p p .3 2 8, 391.
19 Quoted in Genenese, R J R . p.3 33.
20 Ibid, p.339.
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described his

See also Genovese,

mother's work as a household servant this way: "Her task was
too hard for any one person.

She had to serve as maid to

Mr. White's daughter, cook for all de hands, spin and card
four cuts of thread a day,

and den wash.

Dere was one

hundred and forty-four threads to be cut.

If she didn't get
.
.
?i
all dis done she got fifty
lashes that night."
Among other factors,
relations

heavy duty hardened master-slave

in the master's

household.

On

the

one hand,

slaves tried to escape from hard work as much as possible;
on the other hand, the lady of the house complained of her
servants being lazy and troublesome.

One lady complained

to her friend that her slave servants "basically [could not]
be

trusted to do

the

simplest work without being

stood

over.»22
Among household servants, there was a type of girl used
for sexual purposes because of her beauty.

These "fancy

girls" were usually sold at prices higher than field hands
o3
and skilled blacksmiths.
Sexual

relations between masters and slaves were not

uncommon in the Old South.

The existence of mulatto slaves

21 Norman R. Yetman, ed. , Life Under the "Peculiar
Institution" (New York, 1970), p.312, quoted in Genovese,
R J R . p.335.
22 F. F. Olmsted, A Journey
States (New York, 1856), p.195.
2 3 Genovese, R J R . pp.416-17.
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in the

Seaboard

Slave

proves that such relations existed.

This type of relation

might involve some kind of affection between masters and
their slave mates.
of

such

feelings

further."24

But masters usually denied the existence
and

the

relationship

"did

not go much

The barrier that prevented white masters from

marrying their black slaves, unlike the situation in the Han
Dynasty,

was

mainly

racism,

a

subject

which

will

be

discussed later.
The existence of master-slave sexual relationships was
an open secret.

It aroused frustration between the master's

wife and her husband, and between the lady and her servants.
The following account from Mary Boykin Chesnut,

a former

master's wife, illustrates the problem:
"... we live surrounded by prostitutes. An abandoned
woman is sent out of any decent house elsewhere. Who
thinks any worse of a negro or mulatto woman for being
a thing we can't name? ... Like the patriarchs of old
our men live all in one house with their wives and their
concubines, and the mulattoes one sees in every family
exactly resemble the white children— any lady tells you
who is the father of all the mulatto children in
everybody's household, but those in her own she seems
to think drop from the clouds, or pretends so to
think... my disgust sometimes is boiling over." 5
Frustration and jealousies made white mistresses seem
more aggressive to their household slaves,
those young maids with beauty.

especially to

Whatever hatred existed, and

24 Genovese R J R . p.423.
25 C. Vann Woodward,
Haven, 1981), p.29-31.

Marv Chesnut's
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Civil War

(New

regardless of the heavy duties the household servants bore,
household slaves were regarded as elite slaves, at least by
fellow slaves.26
Laborers
"hands"

in

the

according to

fields

were

their

quarter-hands, half-hands,

divided

age.

into

different

Children were used

three-quarter-hands

and

as

full-

hands as they grew up.

27

Slave drivers were the actual

leaders

who

were

in

the

field

appointed

by

•
•
•
28
overseers because of their
working
skills.

masters

or

Almost every

slave regardless of age and sex was used in manual work.
Mature slaves were supposed to work in the fields unless
they were disabled or had special skills.

Persons too old

or disabled to work in the fields had other work to do.

Old

men gardened, cleaned the yards, and so forth? the disabled
were often given work such as spinning and weaving that made
the maximum use of their energy.

This system ran like a

busy machine keeping slave laborers earning as much economic
profit for the masters as possible.
Slave labor in the fields was generalized into two

2 6 Genovese, R J R . p.3 39.
27 Stampp, Peculiar Institution, p.57.
28 For a detailed discussion of slave drivers, their
relations with masters and slave laborers, their privileges
and duties, see Genovese, R J R . pp.365-388.
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forms--a gang system and a task system, which were adopted
by slave masters according to their crop requirements and
geographic situation.
machine of the farm,

As a crucial part of the economic
field labor was well

managed. Slave

drivers led and the slave masses followed.
Under

the

driving

force

of making

economic profits,

masters needed considerable ability to be good managers.
Unlike ancient slavery in which foolish men could be happy
masters

if they had noble rank and

masters in the Old South had to

knew how to consume,

be keen students, cunning

dealers, and industrious workers.

They had to learn how to

keep the balance between themselves and their slave labor,
devise a set of methods to mobilize their slaves' attention
at the same time that they used them
For

various

reasons

such as

to the maximum.
making

slaves

more

interested in participation, slaves were given some economic
independence in the Old South.

Slaves could share a small

plot of ground in which to cultivate their own crops during
their spare time; many were permitted to sell their goods
in the market, or sell to their masters as needed? many were
even given bonus gifts by their masters at the end of the
year, similar to the practice of modern industrial labor.

29

However, for the most part, the humanity and generosity

29 See Boles, Black Southerners. pp.88-89? Genovese,
R J R . pp.313-14? Stampp, Peculiar Institution, pp.164-70.
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of the masters toward their slaves in the Old South could
be considered as an essential

cleverness

in running the

system in order to make more profits and prevent resistance.
Masters
system

knew that
of

themselves

if their

producing
from

it,

slaves were

profits,

they

slaves

would

involved

earned
have

in the

something
more

sense

for
of

responsibility and would work harder. As Kenneth M. Stampp
put it: "Masters measured the success of their methods by
the extent to which their interest in a maximum of work of
good quality prevailed over the slaves' predilection for a
oO
minimum of work of indifferent quality."
Many masters were aware of the fact that blacks were not
only useful tools but also could become rebellious.

In

1841, a master near the end of his life wrote to his son:
"There is a kind of responsibility placed on your shoulders
that you have to fulfill— that is the relation in which you
stand as to Master and Slave of which you understand as well
as I can tell you— Never require of your slaves too much."31
Master-slave relationships in the Old South worked in
both ways:

when the balance was kept well, their relations

were peaceful? when the balance broke, resistance resulted.
The slave institution provided masters and slaves in

30 Stampp, Peculiar Institution, p.54.
31 Genovese, R J R . p.80.
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both Han China and in the Old South a similar ground with
respect to their basic relations. Social settings and racial
factors,

however,

determined

that

such

different outlook in these societies.

relations

had

a

Generally speaking,

American slaves were more resistant than Han slaves, mostly
because
suffered

they
from

existed
racial

as

a

segregated

oppression

more

social
than

group
from

who

class

exploitation.
In order to have a full understanding of master-slave
relations, we next must survey the legal and actual rights
masters held over their slaves
antebellum South.
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in Han China and in the

CHAPTER FOUR
THE SOCIAL AND LEGAL STATUS OF SLAVES
An examination of the function of slavery and masterslave relationships in the Old South and in China during
the Han dynasty shows that slavery in these two societies
was similar in its basic nature:
their masters
relationship

as well
in

as

slaves were the tools of

of their

Pattersonfs

words

societies.
was

a

The

slave

"relation

of

domination."1 In one of the societies, however, slaves could
escape the relationship, while in the other they could not
overcome the badge of their race.
To

what

degree

were

slaves

dominated?

How

was

the

domination recognized by law and society? Were there any
differences between slave status
States?

If there were,

what was

in China and the United
the

driving

force

that

caused and enforced those differences? These questions not
only require a close examination of the legal and social
status of slaves, they also necessitate an understanding of
the social factors that shaped slave status in the American

1 Patterson, Social Death, pp.1-2.
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South and in China*s Han dynasty.
SOCIAL STATUS
Before examining the legal status of slaves, we need to
clarify the

social

status of slaves

in their respective

societies. Patterson, after a world-wide study of slavery,
concludes
"social

that

death"

slaves
was

a

were

"social

common

nonpersons,"

characteristic

their

everywhere.

Whether Patterson*s theory can be accepted in its entirety
remains for a discussion beyond the scope of this work. His
conclusion about social death needs to be examined through
actual experience in China and in the United States.
In the American antebellum South,

slaves performed a

very important role in southern history and society. They
were

the

main

labor

force

for

the

maintenance

and

development of the southern economy throughout the ante
bellum period, some of them becoming managers and overseers,
and they were great contributors to American culture. Slaves
brought their African cultural heritage of art and music to
the

South.

carving,

Slave craftsmen left

house

building,

and

indelible marks
so

forth.

in wood

Afro-American

tradition had great influence in the colonial period;

it

extended into and beyond the late antebellum period into the
present.2 As Lawrence W. Levine put it, black folk culture

2 Patterson, Social Death, pp.396-397.
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"did not add up merely to an instrument which allowed slaves
to survive their situation, but more importantly it added
up to a culture style." Furthermore,
"the

continued

existence

of

a

according to Levine,

flexible,

creative,

and

distinct Afro-American expressive culture indicated that the
group itself remained alive, creative and distinctive."3
If the South were a school, as John C. Calhoun claimed,
in

which

masters

were

the

teachers

who

trained

black

Africans, and "so civilized and so improved [them], not only
physically, but morally and intellectually,"4 black slaves
were also the teachers of their masters in various social
respects. Masters could not deny the slaves' humanity nor
their existence. As Genovese argues,
Slaves grasped the significance of their victory with
deeper insight than they have usually been given credit
for? they also [added] a great many "customary rights"
of their own and [learned] how to get them respected."
When Howard W. Odum wrote "No Negro, No South,"6 he really

3 Lawrence W.
Levine,
Black Culture and Black
Consciousness: Afro-American Folk Thought from Slavery to
Freedom (New York, 1977), pp.135, 239.
4 John C. Calhoun, guoted in William Loren Katz, Five
Slave Narratives (New York, 1968). p.iv.
For a similar
view, see Ulrich B Phillips, American Nearo Slavery: A
Survey of the Supply. Employment and Central of Negro Labor
as Determined bv the Plantation Regime (Baton Rouge, 1966),
pp.342-4 3.
5 Genovese, R J R . p.30.
6 Quoted in Newby, The South, p.15.
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discerned

the

central

theme

of

southern

history

in the

United States.
In China's Han dynasty,
activities
dealt

to

with

a

slaves participated in social

substantial

officials

and

degree.
some

Some private

government

slaves

slaves

were

officially employed. 7 Apart from the high status of male
slaves

in

the

imperial

court,

private

important roles in some hpuseholds.
period

of Western Han,

General

slaves

played

For instance,

in the

Huo Guang had a iian nu

(household slave manager), Feng Zidu, who was completely
trusted by his master and often consulted by him.

8

Patterson cites examples from other parts of the world.
"Slaves

in

economies,

the
and

ancient
in

Near

medieval

East,

in

Europe,"

the

Greco-Roman

according

to

him,

"performed every kind of economic activity that free men
engaged in —

and often did much better financially than the

latter. Gifted slaves sometimes earned vast sums as bankers
and agents of their masters in all these societies, and in
.
.
9
many of the city-states of nineteenth-century West Africa."
Slaves could even purchase other slaves wherever they could

7 Wilbur, Slavery in China, p.141.
8 Wang Sizhi, "Zai Lun Handai Shi Nuli Shehui" (Re
discussion of the Han Dynasty as a Slave Society), Lishi
Yani iu (Historical Studies) 9:58 (1956).
9 Patterson, Social Death, p.184.
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afford to, as Patterson asserted.

1o

As a social class, slaves in Han China and in the Old
South had some social autonomy. Their existence was not only
accepted by society but also recognized by law. In China,
slaves were always referred to as "human beings"

and not

as "property." Even in the American antebellum South, where
slaves were always identified as an allegedly inferior race,
slaves

were

treated

not

only

as

things

but

also

as

persons. 12
As cruel a relationship and unjust a phenomenon as it
was, slavery was actually a "way of life," with sorrow, joy,
and even humor.

13

.
Genovese argued that slavery in
the United

States differed from a concentration camp, as Stanley Elkins
is alleged to have argued, in not being a "death-cell" but

10 Patterson claimed that "[he knew] of no slave
society in which slaves who could afford them were denied
the purchase of other slaves." (Patterson, Slavery and
Social
Death.
p.184.)
Despite
his
rather
broad
generalization, there was no evidence showing Han slaves
owned other slaves even though some of them had more than
enough money to afford to. Patterson*s study did, however,
indicate the independent aspects of slaves.
11 Yang Zuolong, "Liang Han Nanbei Chao Nubei Zhidu de
Bijiao Yanjiu", p.5.
12 See Sio, "Interpretations of Slavery", pp.106-107.
13 Levine, Black Culture, p.17.
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rather a social existence. 14 It was a social system m

which

the rights of slaves were reduced to the minimum. Slaves'
dual characters were shaped in such a social existence: as
passive figures who were controlled by their masters as well
as by the society, and also as active figures, who to some
extent determined their masters' destinies.
SIMILARITIES IN LEGAL STATUS
The nature of slavery resulted in the legal status of
slaves in America and in China being very similar. In both
societies,

as in every slave system,

slaves were to obey

their masters submissively, which was not only written in
law, but also the prevailing practice. In the Han period,
slaves were required to obey their masters unconditionally.
As Wang Sizhi, a Chinese scholar of Han slavery, comments,
"If

they

times." 15

disobeyed,

they

would

be

whipped

a

hundred

Slaves were to respect their master's baby in its

infancy in the same way as they obeyed their masters.

16

Similarly, in the United States, full obedience from slaves
was required. In 1829 a North Carolina court declared, "The
power

of

the

master

must

be

absolute

to

render

the

14 Genovese, "Rebelliousness and Docility in the Negro
Slave," Civil War History 8:309 (1967).
15 Wang Sizhi, "Zai Lun Handai Shi Nuli Shehui", p.16.
16 Fan Ye, Hou Han Shu. Vol.11, p.60.
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submission of the slave perfect.”
South supported the

17

The slave codes of the

”full domination"

of the masters

in

matters of policy and discipline. The slave's relation with
his

master

was

expected

to

be

one

of

complete

subordination. 18 The Supreme Court of Alabama ruled in 1861
that

"absolute obedience and subordination to the lawful
19

authority of the master, are the duty of the slaves."A

It is true that masters' rights over their slaves were
nearly absolute in the Old South and in Han China. Moral
standards often deviated from social and legal regulations,
however, and there was always some distance between theory
and practice.

In the American antebellum South and in the

Chinese Han dynasty, custom and moral standards had greater
.
force than the law; 2 0 it
was equally true that masters m.

both

societies

powers.

occasionally

Generally speaking,

succeeded

in

abusing

their

laws set only the minimum and

the maximum limits of conduct. Masters always went beyond
the lines in each direction.

17 H. T. Catterall, Judicial Cases Concerning American
Slavery and the Nearo (5 Vols, Washington, D.C., 1929),
Vol.2, p.57.
18 Sio, "Interpretations of Slavery", p.102?
Peculiar Institution, pp.144-145.
19 James B. Sellers,
Alabama, 1950), p.226.
20 Genovese,

Slavery

in Alabama

Stampp,
(2nd ed.,

"Rebelliousness and Docility", p.303.
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The Han law code no longer exists? it was believed lost
by the sixth century.
cases,

However,

contemporary works,

Imperial edicts,

recorded

and later codes based upon it

have helped scholars to reconstruct a picture of the Han
legal system.

Different historical periods and different

social settings determined the distinct differences in the
legal

structures

in the United States and in Han China.

Available sources show that the Han dynasty had a weaker
legal

structure than the United States.

codified as it was in the Old South,

Han law was not

and the Emperor was

always above the law. The Old South had not only the English
common law as a foundation, but also state constitutions and
laws passed by the state legislatures.

As will be shown,

however, the legal status of slaves was affected by factors
other than what legal system prevailed.
In the Old South and in Han China, masters theoretically
had no legal right of life and death over their slaves.
the Han period,

By

Chinese society had evolved away from the

custom of earlier centuries of burying slaves alive with
their masters.
There is much evidence to show that Han laws prohibited
masters

from

killing

their

anyone who killed slaves,
punished.

slaves.

In

the

Han

Dynasty,

once he was reported, was to be

For instance, in the period of Emperor Xuan (74-

66

50

B.C.)/

slave of Prime Minister21 Wei Xiang committed

a

suicide, but there was a suspicion of homicide directed at
the

Prime

Minister's

wife.

Officials

were

sent

to

the

minister's mansion to investigate. During the process other
slaves were cross-examined and the Prime Minister's wife was
told to get down on her knees to make a confession of her
crimes.
the

22

When the son of Emperor Wang Mang killed a slave,

father

ordered his son to give his own life to
, crime.
,
2
3 During
.
.
compensate for his
the same period,
the

wife of Emperor Wang Mang's high-ranking general killed a
close

personal

information.
couple

to

slave

to

keep

her

from

disclosing

When this was reported, Wang Mang called the

account.

The

general

and

his

wife

committed

suicide to escape punishment.24
During

the

reign

of

Emperor

Guang

Wu

(25-58

A.D.)

21 The translation of Wei Xiang's title as "Chancellor"
as Wilbur and others adopted is very misleading. In Chinese
Cheng Xiang as the highest position among other officials
and was rather similar to Prime Minister of the present
time. See Wilbur, Slavery in China, p.373.
22 The matter was later delegated to the Commandant of
Justice to administer after Wei Xiang lodged an appeal. In
reality, the Prime Minister punished the slave because of
her wrongdoings. She committed suicide outside of the
mansion. The offical who lodged a false accusation was
executed. Ibid., pp.374-375.
23 Yang Zuolong,
Zhidu", p.29.

"Zhongguo

Fengjian

Shehui

24 Idem., "Liang Han Nanbei Chao Nubei Zhidu
Yanjiu", p.l.
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he Nuli
de Bijiao

capturing and selling people was legally forbidden.25 In an
Imperial Edict Emperor Guang Wu emphasized that "among all
things

in

therefore,
punished.”

heaven

and

earth,

men

are

most

valuable?

whoever killed a slave could not avoid being
26

There are two reasons to explain the humanity

of Emperor Wu's policy toward slavery.

Firstly,

it was a

usual practice for a new emperor coming to power to free
slaves to show that his humanity was greater than that of
previous emperors; secondly, as mentioned above, by the Han
dynasty Confucian ideology,
centuries,

had

finally

having been in existence for

become

political

orthodoxy.27

Confucianism became a very popular philosophy as well as a
religion which held that slaves

should be recognized as

human beings not significantly different from their masters.
Mistreatment of slaves was regarded as going against the
natural order and social principles.
As in China,

28

slaves in the United States enjoyed some

legal protection. In the American antebellum South, slaves'
lives were protected by state laws that varied from state

25 Zhao Shugui, "Shi Lun Liang Han Nubei Wenti Yu Nubei
Zhengce” , p.27.
26 Ibid., p.5?

Fan Ye, Hou Han Shu. Vol.l, p.57.

27 See footnote 2 on page 3.
28 See Yang Zuolong, "Zhongguo Fengjian Shehui he Nuli
Zhidu", p.13.
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to state.

OQ

In 1834, the court of North Carolina,

case of State v. W i l l , ruled that

in the

"An attempt to take a

slave’s life is then an attempt to commit a grievous crime,
30
and may rightfully be resisted."
In a case m Tennessee
in 1829, the court ruled that a slave was a human being and
manslaughter of a slave was unlawful.31 In 1859, an Alabama
court

ruled that

being,
may

a

slave was

"a reasonable

creature

in

in whose homicide either a white person or a slave

commit

the

crime

of

murder

or

manslaughter."32

Generally, state laws protected slaves from being deprived
of their lives either by their masters or by other persons.
At the same time, slaves were regarded as legal persons who
were capable of committing crimes and could be brought to
trial.33
Slaves in the Old South were regarded in two ways— as
things and as persons.

However, their value lay in being

property rather than in their humanity. A master’s killing

29 For the legal status of slaves in the Old South, see
Genovese, R J R . pp.25-49; Sio, "Interpretations of Slavery",
pp.96-112.
30 Catterall, Judicial Cases. Vol.2, p.3.
31 Ibid., Vol.2, p.494.
32 Catterall, Judicial Cases. Vol.3, p.233, quoted in
Sio, "Interpretations of slavery",
p.107.
33 Sio, "Interpretation of slavery", p.107.
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of

a

slave

property.

was

usually

regarded

as

destroying

his

own

The double character of slaves as being things

and persons as well as the different state legal systems
made judicial judgment more complicated in America than in
China.

Legal

example,
1856,

decisions

were

often

contradictory.

in the case of Creswell’s Executor v.Walker

an

Alabama

court

affirmed

the

"Because they are rational human beings,
of commiting crimes;
crimes,

For

and,

following

in

ruling:

they are capable

in reference to acts which are

[slaves] are regarded as persons. Because they are

slaves, they are incapable of performing civil acts; and in
reference to all such, they are things not persons."
Generally speaking,

the masters'

o zr

right to kill their

slaves was limited by law. However, because the law was made
and enforced by the master class, masters occasionally could
either ignore or circumvent the law. As Genovese has pointed
out, in the South the courts moved to eliminate the excuses
for killing blacks.37 Cruel and negligent masters did not

34 John C. Hurd, The Law of Freedom and Bondage in the
United States (2 Vol. New York, 1858-1862), V o l .2, p.232.
35 For conflicting principles and mutual decisions made
by the courts of southern states, see Genovese, R J R . pp.2930.
3 6 Catterall, Judicial Cases. Vol.3, p.247, guoted in
Sio, "Interpretations of Slavery", p.107.
37 For instance, in Louisiana, a white man killed a
colored man who had insulted him. The court observed that
"whites did not have to suffer insults from Negroes, slave
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often

face

,

trial.

O Q

killed their slaves.

In

Han

China,

masters

occasionally

*3 Q

DIFFERENCES IN LEGAL STATUS
Differences in social settings and slave norms
determined slave status in a broad legal respect. The basic
difference between the status of American slaves and Chinese
slaves

rested

on

the

question

of

whether

slaves

were

considered things or people and whether they could escape
from slavery and achieve a recognized social status.
In American law and custom a slave existed as a thing
more than as a person. In 1845, a Missouri court declared:
"Slaves

are

by

our

law

personal

distinctive and peculiar character.
of

the

slaveholding

states,

they

property,

but

of

a

In all, or nearly all
are

declared

personal

property and are transferred as other personal property.1,40
When a slave was treated as a person, he was a person who

or free, and had adequate resource at law, therefore, the
provocation could not excuse the defendant's extralegal
action." Genovese, R J R . pp.38, 42, quoted from Catterall,
Judicial Cases. Vol.2, pp.70-71.
38 Genovese, R J R . p.42.
39 Zhao Shugui, "Nuli Wenti yu Nuli Zhengce", p.29.
4 0 George Olshausen, Notes to American
After (San Francisco,1984), p.689.
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Slavery and

was morally responsible for crimes at most,
kind

of

human

being

as

his

masters.

As

not the same

Kingsley

Davis

concluded, "Always the slave is given some rights, and these
rights interfere with the attempt to deal with him solely
as property."41
The reason that American slaves in the South became more
valuable as things than as men was not only because they had
economic value as laborers, but because they were considered
as members of an inferior race.
In Han China,
Han

law

and

slaves were identified as"persons."42

custom

gave

slaves

personal

recognition,

a

situation which can be explained by the function of slavery
and social philosophy. Among other factors one of the most
important was

that there was no racial

masters and slaves.

caste separating

In other words, masters did not treat

slaves as an inferior racial group.
In the Old South, because slaveswere things

more than

people, they were denied the legal rights of marriage and
family. Genovese observed that in the Old South,
did

slave

marriage

win

legal

sanction,

and

"Nowhere
therefore

41 Kingsley Davis, Human Society, (New York, 1949),
p.456, quoted in Sio,"Interpretations of Slavery," p.105.
42 Ancient Chinese did not have a very strong sense of
property rights, a bourgeois idea adopted by the Western
World. See Robin D. Yates, "Gudai Zhongguo Nuli Zhi de
Bijiao Lishi Yanjiu"
(Comparative Historical Study of
Ancient Chinese Slavery) Zhongguo Shi Yaniiu 4:23-25 (1986).
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families could be separate with impunity."43 As defined by
Thomas R. R. Cobb in 1858,
being

recognized

follow...."44

among

"The contract of marriage not

slaves,

none

of

its

consequence

A North Carolina court stated in 1858 that,

"The relation between slaves is essentially different from
that of man and wife joined in lawful wedlock. . . with slaves
it may be dissolved at the pleasure of either party, or by
the

sale

of

one

or

both,

,

necessity of the owners."
slaves

lacked

depending

4 5

legality

on

the

caprice

or

That marriage between American

might

have

derived

from

Roman

traditions, but it was enforced by other factors such as the
economic value

of

slaves

and racial prejudice.

Negroes,

slave or free, were legally prohibited from intermarrying
with members of the dominant group.
B. Reuter
States,

(writing in 1918)

Ag

As stated by Edward

in The Mulatto in the United

"In the slave states, there was no intermarriage,

excepted rarely among the creoles of Louisiana? in the North
there

was

very

little.

Where

such

marriages

were

not

43 Genovese, R J R . p.32.
44 Thomas R.R. Cobb, An Inquiry into the Law of Slavery
in the United States of America. (Philadelphia, 1858), p.
246, quoted in Stanley M. Elkins, "Slavery in Capital and
Non-Capital Cultures", Foner and Genovese, Slavery in the
New World, p.9.
45 Catterall, Judicial Cases. Vol.2., p.221.
46 Sio, "Interpretations of Slavery", p.103.
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forbidden

by

law,

they

were

forbidden

by

the

'decent'

elements of the white community."47 In 1832 a Florida law
declared,
That from and after the passage of this act, it shall
not be lawful for any white male person resident or
being in this territory, to intermarry, with any negro,
mulatto or quarteroon, or other coloured female, and it
shall in like manner be unlawful for any white female
person to intermarry with any negro, mulatto, or
quarteroon, or any other coloured male person.
Prohibition against inter-racial marriage were not only
common in the South,

they also existed

in the North.

An

Illinois law declared that
No person of color, negro or mulatto, or either sex,
shall be joined in marriage with any white person, male
or female in this state...and any person so offending
shall be liable to pay a fine, whipped in not more than
thirty-nine lashes, and be imprisoned not less than one
year....
In Han China slave marriages were not encouraged, but
because in pre-Qin times, before the Han dynasty,
often

lived

with

their

families

in

their

slaves

masters'

households,

slave families continued to exist on into the

Han dynasty.

50

.
Intermarriage
between free men and slaves

47 Edward B. Reuter, The Mulatto in the United States
(New York, 1918, 1969 ed.), p.132.
48 Olshausen, Notes, p.745.
49 Ibid., p.308.
50 Ma Keyao, "Luoma he Handai Nuli Zhi Bijiao Yanjiu"
(Comparative Study of Slavery in Rome and Han China), Lishi
Yaniiu (Historical Studies) 3:33-43 (1981).
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was not uncommon in Han times. Such marriges were recognized
by law and accepted by free spouses. Slave children born of
a single slave parent constituted a considerable proportion
among Han slaves.

A slave who was given birth by a free

commoner father and slave mother was called huo; a slave
born of a slave father and free commoner mother was called
zang. 51
Slave offspring were legally different in America and
in China.

Slave children in the Old South inherited the

status of the mother. In China they theoretically inherited
the

status of the

spouse who had the

lower status.

The

difference was that in China a child produced by a male
master and a female slave was automatically free, while in
the U.S.

slaves had no

legal

father no matter what the

fathers1 status was. Partly because of laws in the Old South
making emancipation difficult, masters had great difficulty
m

freeing their own children.

52

As Genovese pointed out,

"The condition of slaves worsened with respect to access to
freedom and the promise of eventual emancipation...the law
made them increasingly difficult.1,53 As to the difficulty
in being emancipated, in a case in Alabama in 1838, when a

51 Ban Gu, Han Shu. Vol.62, p.2027.
52 Joel Williamson, New People: Miscegenation and
Mulattoes in the United States (New York, 1980), p.57.
53 Genovese, R J R . p.51.
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slave master, William Butler, expressed his desire to free
all his slaves upon his death the court ruled that slaves
"are not entitled to freedom.” 54
occasionally occur, however.

Such emancipation did

5 R

These differences raise an interesting question. Were
American

slave

children

less

valuable

to

their

master

fathers than those of Chinese fathers? In economic terms
the answer was no. Differences in personal value, however,
can

only

be

explained

by

racial

factors.

White

men's

supremacy was so strong in the Old South that it normally
prevented master fathers from recognizing their own flesh
and blood. For instance,

in 1858 a young woman of planter

class wrote in her diary about her conversation with a slave
in her own household:
I once heard Susan speaking of her respected father in
a most contemptuous manner. Laughingly I said to her,
why Susan, was not he your father? What if he was, she
said, I d o n ft care anything for him and he don*t for me.
If he had he would have bought me when I was sold.
Instead of that he was the auctioneer when I was sold
for 75 dollars.
What were the causes of the different social and legal
conditions slaves encountered? It is not simply that Chinese
masters were more humane while American masters were more

54 Catterall, Judicial Cases. Vol.3, p.143.
55 Genovese, R J R . pp.126, 141.
56 Williamson, New People, p.68.
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brutal nor that Han society was more advanced than the Old
South.
Patterson provides several

reasons

conditions and treatment of slaves

for the different

in almost all of the

slave societies he examined. The reasons were divided into
two

categories,

sociological

and

personal.

Among

the

sociological reasons were: "The use to which the slave was
put”

which

was

”the

most

important”

one;

the

second

important factor was "the mode of acquisition"; the third
was "the residence of the slave"; the fourth was the slave's
"original means of enslavement." Among the personal factors
that

possibly

influenced

slave

conditions

were

race,

factor

"had

ethnicity, and gender.57
Patterson

stated

that

the

ethnic

surprisingly little influence on the treatment of slaves,"
because it "did not significantly correlate with any of the
variables

that

conditions."

EQ

attempt

to

measure

Patterson's

the
,

conclusion

treatment
,

is

based

and
on

a

statistical study of 57 slaveholding societies which he does
not identify. When dealing with race, he argued that "It has
often been remarked that slavery in the Americas is unique
in the primary role of race as a factor in determining the

57 Patterson, Social Death, pp.173-176.
58 Ibid., p.179.
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condition and treatment of slaves. This statement betrays
an appalling

ignorance of the comparative data on slave

societies.1,59

In

order

to

make

a

judgment

on

the

significance of his statement, we need to examine his data:
in other words, on what sources was his argument based and
which societies did he deal with. Patterson did not mention
which slave societies his analysis was based on; however,
from the overall

study of his book,

we can

assume that

Patterson's conclusions are based on the statistical study
of

the

66

slaveholding

samples

drawn

from

George

P.

Murdock's Ethnographic Atlas.60
Patterson

made

a

careful

study

of

the

world-wide

samples. His general statement, however, was not convincing
when we look at the samples themselves: among the 66 slave
societies I assume Patterson studied, 45 percent were from
Africa;

24.2

percent

from

Asia,

which

included

three

Siberian slave sociaties; 9 percent were from South America;
6 percent from Central America,

and one sample came from

Europe and one from New Zealand. It appears that neither the
Old South nor Han China were

included in Patterson's

cases or in Murdock's 186 samples.
China

which

was

included

was

the

66

The only society from
small

Lolo

group

in

59 Patterson, Social Death, p.176.
60 George
1967) .

P. Murdock, Ethnographic Atlas (Pittsburgh,
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southwestern China during the period from 1900-1945; and all
eight

cases

representing

the

United

States

were

Indian

tribes.61 These are hardly representative of Han China or
the Old South.
No matter how precise the statistical measurements, how
wide the range of the cross-cultural

cases,

the

samples

Patterson used were not fully representative. Therefore the
validity of Patterson's conclusions is questionable.
Patterson's study of slavery is not confined entirely
within the circle of the 66 socities.

He dealt at length

with Chinese slavery in Slavery and Social Death. Further
difficulties, however, in interpreting Chinese sources may
have

also

affected

his

conclusions.

translations of classical

Chinese,

The

variations

in

the unavailability of

original material and Patterson's apparent unfamilarity with
recent

Chinese

scholarship

may

have

hindered

him

constructing an accurate picture of Chinese slavery.
example,

when he talked about Chinese slave families,

referred to Imperial China as a whole.
China

varied

from

dynasty

to

show

the

controversial

interpretations
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he

as

well

as

Patterson tried to
of

61 See Patterson, Social Death, pp.352.
62 Ibid., pp.188-189.

For

Slavery in Imperial

dynasty,

geographically from region to region.

in

slave

origins

between leading Chinese scholars Guo Moruo and Jian Bozan.
He prefers to use Wilbur's interpretation instead. Patterson
overlooked the fact when he emphasized the disagreements,
that when Guo talked about slaves captured in war during the
Zhou dynasty and Chien Po-tsan

(Jian Bozan)

denied that

prisoners of war were a major source of slaves in the Han
dynasty, both scholars were correct. They were dealing with
different dynasties and with different stages of slavery;
they were not actually contradicting each other on the issue
of prisoners of war.63
Patterson's reliance on statistical methodology to
explain a social phenomenon diverted him from the obvious
fact that racial prejudice was a key factor in the treatment
and condition of slaves in the United States and that racism
was an important factor in slaves' legal and social status
as well as in their relationships with their masters.
The

evidence

is

overwhelming

that

in the

Old

South

racial prejudice not only kept slaves in a fixed position,
but

also

segregated

free

blacks

as

a

caste

group.

As

Genovese has stated, "The racial basis of the slave regime
and the attendant two-caste system generally excluded free
blacks from the franchise."64 In judicial decisions in the

63 Patterson, Social Death, p.108.
64 Genovese, R J R . p.401.
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antebellum

period

slaves,

blacks,

mulattoes,

and

free
r c

persons of color were mentioned as one social class.

The

Negro was treated as an inferior to the white man, whether
servant or free.

66

The sense of White Supremacy or Anglo-

Saxon superiority was so strong in the United States that
it was common even among critics of the slave system.
Because

of

racial

prejudice,

great

contrasts

67

exist

between slavery in the American antebellum South and in Han
China. Racism prevented slaves from going beyond their color
line in the American South. However, in China*s Han dynasty,
where slaves were mostly of the same race, slaves* positions
were more flexible; slaves could be freed by the government
as well as buy back their freedom. Some female slaves could
not only be playmates of their masters,

they could also

ascend to a high social position such as empress. 68

In the

United States even elite female slaves were nothing more
than concubines in respect to their personal relations with

65 Olshasen, Notes, p.735, 745.
66 Carl N. Degler, "Slavery in the Genesis of American
Race Prejudice", Comparative Studies in Society and History.
11:52 (Oct. 1959).
67 George M. Fredrickson, The Black Image in the White
Mind: the Debate on Afro-American Character and Destiny.
1817-1914. (New York, 1971), p.99.
68 In ancient China, the empress was actually the most
powerful and influential individual next to the emperor.
This was so not only because she was the wife of the present
emperor, but also she was the mother of the future Emperor.
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their masters. An ex-master*s feelings about his slave mate
when they had a relationship were described as follows by
Chancellor Harper: "He feels that he is connecting himself
with one of an inferior and servile caste,

and there is

gg

something of degradation in the act.11

Racial prejudice explained not only why black concubines
could not change their position to be a white man's wife,
but also why mulatto children could not be accepted legally.
We cannot overlook the fact that there are some examples of
master fathers' humanity to their mulatto children such as
freeing

or

property.

70

giving

them

advantages

of

education

.

and

.

Nevertheless, their humanity could not give them

white privileges. For example,

in the late 1850s, a slave

master who "was one of the wealthiest planters in the lower
South,

eminently

well

educated,

cultured,and

nationally

famous" wrote to his trusted white son as follows:
In the Last Will I made I left to you, over & above my
other childen Sally Johnson the mother of Louisa & all
the children of both. Sally says Henderson is my child.
It isprobable, but I do not believe it. Yet act on
her's rather than my opinion. Louisa's first child may
be mine. I think not. Her second I believe is mine, take
care of her other children who are both of your blood
and not of mine & of Henderson. The services of the rest
will I think compensate for indulgence to those. I
cannot free these people & send them North. It would be
cruelty to them. Nor would I like that any but my own

69 Chancellor Harper, quoted in E. N.Elliott, ed. ,
Cotton is King and Pro-Slaverv Arguments. (Pritchard, 1860) ,
pp.44-45, quoted in Genovese, RJR. p.420.
70 See Genovese, RJR, pp.416, 453.
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blood should own as Slaves of my own blood or Louisa.
I leave them to your charge, believing that you will
best appreciate & most independently carry out my wishes
in regard to them. Do not let Louisa or any of my
children or probable children be the Slaves of
Strangers. Slavery in the family will be their happiest
earthlycondition.
Another account, related by F.L. Olmsted, described how
"the

[mulatto]

girls,

sometimes,

are

removed

to

other

countries, where their color does not prevent their leading
reputable lives; but, of course, mainly in the same society
and

are

fated

to

a

life

similar

to

that

of

their

mothers....1,72
Genovese concluded,

"The two-caste system in the Old

South drove the mulattoes into the arms of the blacks, no
matter how hard some tried to build a make-believe third
world for themselves.1,73
Because the racial element was not a major factor in
master and slaves' relations, the legal status and social
position of slaves in Han China were much different.
only could slave concubines become their masters'

Not

wives,

their sons were no different from others. They not only were
free and possessed legal privileges, but also occupied high

71 Williamson, New People, pp.55-56.
72 Olmsted, A Journey in the Seaboard States, p.597,
quoted in Fernando Henriques, Children of Conflict: A Study
of Interracial Sex and Marriage (New York, 1975), p.68,
73 Genovese, R J R . p.431.
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positions.

For instance,

in the Western Han period during

Emperor Wu's reign, Wei Qing, who was born of a slave mother
and a free father, became a high-ranking general because of
his ability and bravery.

Furthermore,

he married Emperor

Wu's sister Xin Yang. Emperor Cheng*s Empress Zhao Fei Yan
was

originally

a

slave

singer

in

Princess

Yang's

household.74
We cannot help wondering what would have happened to
southern slaves if they had been from the same race as their
masters.

It is not difficult to imagine that the slave's

destiny would have been not so different from that of his
Chinese counterpart. The experience of the white indentured
servants contrasted with the strong racial prejudice against
blacks. There might have been no impassable barrier between
bondage and freedom. The outlook of the Old South might have
changed greatly.
The important role that racial prejudice played in the
treatment of slaves can be demonstrated not only by the
American

and

Chinese

examples,

it

was

true

societies as well. According to David B. Davis,

in

other

"There is

unmistakable evidence of racial prejudice in Italy and the
Iberian Peninsula, where colored slaves generally suffered

74 Jian Bozan, Pin Han Shi, p.268;
Vol.55, pp. 2471-2477.
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Ban Gu, Han Shu.

from

various

during

the

system

which

indignities

colonial
was

and

period,

"based

disability.1,75 In

there

upon

also

white

evolved

supremacy

Brazil,
a caste
and

the

institutionalized inferiority of colored slaves."76
Although Patterson's confusion over racial and ethnic
•
77
classifications' may easily lead to misunderstanding, his
explanation

of

Chinese

relations

with

border

peoples

strengthens the argument that ethnic difference and racial
prejudice were major factors in the treatment of slaves.
In Han and later China,
ethnically

different

though the case was

border

peoples

were

infrequent,
considered

naturally inferior to the Han Chinese of the heartland.78
Patterson argues that "Their harsh treatment was tolerated
whereas such treatment of a truly Chinese slave would be

75 David B. Davis,
"The Comparative Approach to
American History: Slavery", Slavery in the New World, p.66.
76 Harley R. H&mmond, "Race, Social Mobility and
Politics in Brazil," Race 2:477 (1962), quoted in Sio,
"Interpretations of Slavery", p.112. For more arguments, see
Jordan, White Over Black, p.60.
77 Patterson believed that border peoples of Han and
later China were different racial groups from the majority,
which was not correct. In imperial China, most border
peoples were the same racial origin but different ethnic
groups from the heartland Chinese.
78 The Chinese character Han has two meanings: it
serves as the name of a dynasty and as the name of the
majority Chinese people.
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nationality who became slaves of minorities also had worse
,
.
,
on
situations and more degrading status than Han slaves.
To summarize, the legal and social status of slaves was
one of the major differences in slavery in the Old South and
in

the

Han

dynasty.

The

main

factor

influencing

the

different legal and social status of Chinese and American
slaves was racial prejudice, which determined the lot of
black slaves. Slaves in the Old South were not only regarded
as a servile class but also an inferior racial group, one
which had to remain in its fixed social caste.

80 Yang Zuolong,
Zhidu” , p.32.

"Zhongguo
86

Fengjian Shehui

he Nuli

CONCLUSION
Having

compared and

contrasted the major

aspects

of

slavery in the American antebellum South and in the Chinese
Han

dynasty,

we

can

conclude that

slavery

in these two

societies was basically similar in nature but different in
kind. Regardless of its scope and length,

slavery in both

the American antebellum South and during the Chinese Han
Dynasty, as everywhere, had the same dual features: It was
a

form

of

cruel

human

oppression

by

which

one

person

dominated another? it was also an active social relationship
in which masters and slaves interacted and were linked by
a set of mutual duties and responsibilities.
Slave and master relationships depended on a master’s
will. In both America and in China slavery grew out of the
needs

of

the

ruling

class.

However,

different

social

settings affected slavery in the Old South and in Han China
in

different

ways:

the

function

of

Chinese

slaves

as

household servants was determined by a feudal-monarchical
structure in which luxurious living was one of the chief
goals of the master class. The expansion of slavery in the
Old

South

grew

out

of

an

increasing

87

demand

for

cheap

agrarian labor that was not available in white society.
Regardless of the degree to which "social death" was a
characteristic
aspect

of

of

all

slavery,

slavery,

slaves

and

despite

in both America

the
and

passive
in China

existed as persons not only physically but also socially.
The crucial role of race in slave-master relations and
slaves' status is easily seen. In America, where slaves and
masters were not from the same racial group, slavery was not
only physical exploitation, it was also racial oppression.
Black slaves were not only under the domination of their
masters, they were also bound by society— they could not get
out of their caste.
masters

belonged

to

In Han China, where slaves and their
the

same

racial

group,

slaves

were

regarded as people with lower status, and their positions
were not permanently fixed— there were always social exits
through which some of them escaped.
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